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The present invention relates generally to satellite communications and more

particularly relates to a satellite based multiple access reverse communication link suitable for

8.11 IIIICITICI EICCCSS I‘lCtWOI‘l{.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Currently, communication systems around the world are growing rapidly due to the

increasing need for data communication bandwidth. In particular, satellite communication

systems are currently experiencing rapid growth due to growing customer demand for

satellite based data communications. Most of the current demand and estimated future

demand will be for Internet and other network based data communication applications. A

major factor in these communication systems is the bandwidth capacity demanded by the

user. Applications in widespread use today, such as video conferencing, LAN/WAN and

document delivery require high speed forward and return link data capacities. Currently,

however, these capabilities are not provided by present day Internet via satellite systems.

It is currently estimated that there are approximately 13 million hosts and 16 million

users on the Internet. The growth rate has been approximately 10 million new users a year

for the past four years. At the same time, the number of Intranets (Internet network protocols

applied within an enterprise or company for sharing information) are growing at an even

faster rate. Currently, accessing the Internet via satellite has gained recognition as a fast and

reliable solution for fast Internet access. Current commercially available Internet via satellite

solutions such as DirecPC are based on an asymmetrical approach in which the data link to

the user is via satellite while the return link to the user is via telephone lines using

The disadvantages of these asymmetricalcommercially available telephony modems.

systems is outlined below.

The asymmetric approach via satellite, in which the user receives data from the

Internet via satellite, yet sends data to the Internet via telephone lines, does not take

advantage of a major feature of satellite pommunications: wide area coverage. The

asymmetric link is based on a terrestrial connection and therefore limits the ability of the fast

Q
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connection to the Internet to those places in which telephone lines and Internet service

providers are available and have sufficient grade of service.

The data rate of asymmetric Internet via satellite communication systems enables

basically e-mail and browsing applications only. This structure is mainly targeted to

consumer markets where the user is limited to sending data from their home at relatively low

speeds. There are, however, many users such as small office/home office (SOHO) that desire

high speed data communications in both directions yet cannot afford having dedicated lease

lines for their Internet connection. In the United States alone there areapproximately 3.5

million small businesses of which only 10% can justify an expensive leased line. Thus, there

are a large group of users looking for an on demand economical, fast and reliable connection

to the Internet with a grade of service similar to that of a leased line.

Typical applications that require high data rates in both directions include video

conferencing, LAN/WAN systems, Internet applications, document delivery, audio

applications such as Internet Phone, commercial web sites, net gaming, point of presence,

terminal equipment, Net Meeting and collaboration software. All the above mentioned

applications are currently not adequately served by the currently available asymmetric

satellite communication solutions.

Spread spectrum communication systems have been used in a variety of fields for

some time now. In spread spectrum communication systems, the bandwidth of the

transmitted signal is much greater than the bandwidth of the information to be transmitted.

The carrier signal in such systems is modulated by a function that serves to widen or spread

the bandwidth of the signal for transmission. On the receive side, signal is remapped or

decoded into the original information bandwidth to reproduce the desired output signal.

Spread spectrum systems can be categorized into direct sequence systems, frequency

hopping systems, time hopping systems and hybrid systems which are combinations of the

above three.

In frequency hopping systems a carrier frequency is shifted or hopped in discrete

increments in a pattern dictated by a predetermined code or sequence, e.g., a pseudo noise a

sequence or code. The resulting consecutive and time sequential frequency pattern is called a

hopping pattern and the duration of each hop frequency is called a chip. The transmitted

information is embedded in the codes or embedded within each frequency in the carrier wave

by a modulation scheme such as PSK or FSK.

3 .
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In reproducing the information signal of the receiver a synchronization acquisition

process is performed in which the code pattern utilized by the receiver is synchronized with

the code pattern generated and used in the transmitter. Using this, de-spreading and

demodulation are performed on the spread spectrum signal to extract the transmitted data. A

local reference signal is used that has a frequency corresponding to the same code pattern

used in the transmitter for every chip. The received signal and the local reference are mixed

in order to perform a correlation or de-spreading process for converting the spread spectrum

signal into a signal having a frequency bandwidth wide enough to extract the data

information. More information describing the operation of spread spectrum systems can be

found in “Spread Spectrum Systems,” by R.C. Dixon published by John Wiley and Sons,

Inc., 1976.

Multiple user systems use multiple access techniques to allow users to share resources

such as time and frequency. When the traffic from each user in the network is approximately

steady it is possible to divide a single high capacity multiple access channel into a plurality of

smaller orthogonal channels corresponding to individual user requirements. This can be

accomplished either on a frequency basis using FDMA, on a time basis using TDMA or using

CDMA. In addition, various combinations of FDMA and TDMA can also be used to

minimize cost in large networks. FDMA and TDMA techniques are suitable solutions as

long the traffic from each user is relatively stable. CDMA is a multiple access technique

which uses spread spectrum communications. CDMA communuications can be synchronous

if all users are mutually synchronized in time.

TDMA communication systems are also known for providing multiple access. Theses

systems partition the channel time in a fixed predetermined manner. They are efficient when

the user population includes only a relatively small number of users having high duty cycles.

However, many modern communication systems need to provide communication among

interactive data tenninals which operate in low duty cycle burst modes. Thus, TDMA is not

particularly suited to this kind of communication.

In the typical modern interactive network, however, the traffic from individual x

terminals in the system varies as a function of time due to random traffic demands by

different users at each terminal. In addition, the set of terminals active in the network can

vary from moment to moment. In such systems it may be desirable to assign channel

capacity to users on demand by means of a demand assigned multiple access (DAMA)

f
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architecture. In a DAMA system a separate channel called the request channel is used by

individual users to request capacity as needed. The capacity can then be allocated in response

to requests by a central master controller implemented by a common algorithm running in

each terminal.

A DAMA system however introduces additional overhead into the multiple access

channel due to the process of requesting and assigning capacity. In addition, the demand

assignment process introduces a delay which can degrade the performance under the channel.

In some DAMA networks the total number of potential data terminals sharing the

request charmel is much larger than the number of terminals active at any given point in time.

Thus, subdividing a DAMA request channel into smaller fixed allocation sub channels is

impractical. It is thus necessary to design a request channel architecture based upon a random

access technique which allows for the possibility of a small subset of active transmitters

selected from a much larger set of potential transmitters. Two random access techniques are

currently available for such applications which include ALOHA multiple access and CDMA.

The first data network to be based upon a random access protocol was ALOHANET

which went into operation throughout the state of Hawaii in 1970. The ALOHA system was

the first random access multi-point packet data communication system. The system uses a

single radio channel shared by plurality of stations or data terminals. When a station

generates a packet, the ALOHA system transmits the packet on the common radio channel.

Since more than one station may attempt to transmit a packet at the same time several

transmissions may overlap. The overlapping transmissions are said to collide if any portion

of two transmissions overlap. When a collision occurs each station waits a random period of

time before attempting to gain access to the channel again.

To increase the utilization of the radio channel, the slotted ALOHA system was

proposed in which the channel is partitioned into time slots equal to a packet length wherein

each station can only transmit a packet at the beginning of a slot. In this way overlapping

transmissions are forced to completely overlap. Using a slotted approach almost doubles

maximum channel utilization compared to the unslotted ALOHA system.

To reduce the effects of collisions in the slotted ALOHA system a slot reservation

scheme was proposed. The channel was partitioned into frames each containing a reservation

slot for transmitting a reservation packet and data slots for transmitting data packets. Each

station transmits a reservation packet on a random access basis requesting slots needed for

/‘
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data packet transmission. If the request is granted data slots of a subsequent frame are

assigned to the requesting station which subsequently transmits data packets on its assigned

slots.

Satellite communications can provide point to point channels or broadcast and

multiple access channels. A satellite is well suited to provide one to many i.e., broadcast,

channels and many to one, i.e., multiple access, channels from and to an earth station. The

architecture of the network used in very small aperture terminal (VSAT) data networks is

almost always designed around a single large hub earth station transmitting data in a

broadcast channel to a large number of VSATs as shown in Figure 1. Considering Network

A, for example, the VSATs 20 in such a network transmit data in packets to the hub station

18 using the multiple access capability of the satellite channel 17.

The communications from the hub station of a VSAT network to the VSATs

themselves is easily configured using a conventional communication technique such as TDM

or FDM. Currently, TDM is widely used for multiplexing the hub to the VSAT terminals,

notwithstanding the fact that there are differences in data rate, modulation techniques and

transmission formats among the various VSAT networks.

The multiple access link from the VSATs to the hub, however, is currently subjected

to a greater degree of variation. The choice of multiple access technique from the VSATs to

the hub is currently the primary feature distinguishing one network from another.

Recently, however, it has become commonplace to build VSAT networks composed

of hundreds and thousands of more small VSAT terminals. The traffic in these networks is

typically in the form of single data packets originating from interactive users or bursts of data

packets originating from some type of file transcript protocol. As the number of stations in

the network increases, the more the traffic from the single station will appear to fluctuate due

to random user demand. In such networks, the use of FDMA or TDMA becomes impractical

while the use of DAMA would impose an unreasonable amount of overhead in the network.

Thus, to provide multiple access to these types of packet data networks, the access techniques

of direct sequence (DS) spread spectrum multiple access, i.e., DS-CDMA and ALOHA, are

used. Both these multiple access techniques however suffer from disadvantages. Direct

sequence spread spectrum systems require the hub receiving station to have a digital matched

filter operating at the high speed chip rate for each of the possible transmitters with each

using a different spreading sequence. In a network with a large number of VSATs this

P-1254-US 5
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a reverse link for a satellite communication system. The

reverse link described herein is suitable for use in any type of communications network such

as networks used for Internet access purposes. The reverse link in combination with a

forward link forms a complete two way communication system via satellite. The reverse link

comprises two separate communication schemes used in combination to implement the

reverse link of the satellite system. The first communication scheme uses a random access

method based on a non synchronous frequency hopping code division multiple access

technique (NS/FH/CDMA). The second communication scheme uses a channel assignment

method based on a frequency division multiple access (FDMA) technique. Data generated by

a user is transmitted utilizing one of the two communication schemes in accordance with the

content and amount of data generated. Messages requiring a relatively low transmission rate,

such as short bursty messages, utilize the random access transmission method. On the other

hand, messages requiring a higher transmission rate, such as video conferencing, utilize the

charmel assignment method.

There is therefore provided in accordance with the present invention a multiple access

communications system for use in a satellite communication network, comprising a plurality

of user terminals for generating data to be transmitted over the multiple access

communication system, at least one hub for receiving data over the multiple access

communication system from the plurality of user terminals, transmitter means within each

user terminal for receiving data to be transmitted from the user terminal to the hub, the

transmitter means including first communication means for transmitting short bursty data in

combination with second communication means for continuous transmission of data,

switching means coupled to the transmitter means for switching transmission between the

first communication means and the second communication means in accordance with

predefined criteria and receiver means within the at least one hub adapted to receive data

transmitted by the plurality of terminals utilizing either the first communication means or the

second communication means.

The first communication means can comprise non synchronous multiple access

communication means or non synchronous frequency hopping code division multiple access

communication means. The second communication means can comprise frequency division

multiple access communication means. The receiver means comprises means for receiving

P-1254-US 7
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data transmitted by the plurality of user terminals using the first communication means, the

first communication means utilizing non synchronous frequency hopping code division

multiple access communications, means for receiving data transmitted by the plurality of user

terminals using the second communication means, the second communication means utilizing

frequency division multiple access communications and means for receiving preamble and

synchronization message data transmitted by the plurality of user terminals precedent to

transmissions utilizing the first communication means.

The switching means comprises means for switching transmission from the first

communication means to the second communication means either in accordance with a

source port field within messages received by the transmitter, when the length of a message

received by the transmitter means exceeds a predetermined threshold, when a continuation

flag in a message received by the transmitter means is turned on, when a user buffer

containing a plurality of messages to be sent via the transmitter means fills beyond

predetermined level or in accordance with the type and nature of the software application that

initiated a message to be transmitted via the transmitter means.

The switching means comprises means for switching transmission from the second

communication means to the first communication means either when a source port matching

a predetermined criteria ceases to transmit messages, when the length of a message received

by the transmitter means fails to exceed a predetermined threshold, when a continuation flag

in a message received by the transmitter means is turned off, when a user buffer containing a

plurality of messages to be sent via the transmitter means empties or when the software

application meeting a predetermined criteria that initiated a message to be transmitted via the

transmitter means ceases to generate message data,

In addition, the hub comprises collision detection means for determining when two

frequency hops associated with two independent receivers are utilizing the same frequency at

the same time, thus improving decoding within the receiver means.

There is also provided in accordance with the present invention a multiple access

communication system for use in a satellite communication network, the satellite

communication network including a plurality of user terminals and at least one hub, the

system comprising first transmitter means for transmitting data utilizing a non synchronous

frequency hopping code division multiple access communication scheme, second transmitter

means for transmitting data utilizing a frequency division multiple access communication
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scheme, switching means for switching transmission between the first transmitter means and

the second transmitter means in accordance with predefined criteria, first receiver means for

receiving data transmitted using utilizing the non synchronous frequency hopping code

division multiple access communication scheme, second receiver means for receiving data

transmitted using the frequency division multiple access communication scheme and third

receiver means for receiving preamble and synchronization data transmitted utilizing the

utilizing a non synchronous frequency hopping code division multiple access communication

scheme.

The switching means comprises means for switching transmission from the first

transmitter means to the second transmitter means either in accordance with a source port

field within messages received by the transmitter means, when the length of a message

received by the transmitter means exceeds a predetermined threshold, when a continuation

flag in a message received by the transmitter means is turned on, when a user buffer

containing a plurality of messages to be sent via the transmitter means fills beyond

predetermined level or in accordance with the type and nature of the software application that

initiated a message to be transmitted via the transmitter means.

The switching means comprises means for switching transmission from the second

transmitter means to the first transmitter means either when a source port matching a

predetermined criteria ceases to transmit messages, when the length of a message received by

the transmitter means fails to exceed a predetermined threshold, when a continuation flag in a

message received by the transmitter means is turned off, when a user buffer containing a

plurality of messages to be sent via the. transmitter means empties or when the software

application meeting a predetennined criteria that initiated a message to be transmitted via the

transmitter means ceases to generate message data.

The system fllI'thCI' comprises interface means for interfacing the at least one hub to an

external communications network. The external communications network can comprise the

Internet, a packet switched telephone network (PSTN), an Integrated Services Digital

Network (ISDN), a Community Antenna Television (CATV) network, a Digital Subscriber

Loop (XDSL) or a Frame Relay network.

The system further comprises collision detection means for determining when two

frequency hops associated with two independent receivers within the receiver means are

P-1254-US 9
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utilizing the same frequency at the same time, thus improving decoding within the first

receiver means.

There is also provided in accordance with the present invention a multiple access

communications system for use in a satellite communication network, comprising a plurality

of user terminals for transmitting and receiving data over the multiple access communication

system, at least one hub for transmitting and receiving data over the multiple access

communication system to and from the plurality of user terminals, a forward communication

link for transmitting data from the at least one hub to the plurality of user terminals, a return

communication link for transmitting data from the plurality of user terminals to the at least

one hub, the return communication link including a first communication means for

transmitting short bursty data in combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data, switching means within the plurality of user terminals for

secondfirst communication means and theswitching transmission between the

communication means in accordance with predefined criteria and receiver means within the at

least one hub adapted to receive data transmitted by the plurality of terminals utilizing either

the first communication means or the second communication means.

Further, each user terminal comprises means for generating a request to be sent over

the return communications link in order to utilize the second communication means. The hub

comprises means for polling each user terminal over the forward communication link as to

whether the transmission of data should be switched to utilize the second communication

means .
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is herein described, by way of example only, with reference to the

accompanying dr wings, wherein:

Fig. lzahigh level block diagram illustrating two satellite communication networks
coupled to the I ternet utilizing both a forward and a reverse link via satellite;

Fig. a graph illustrating the relationship between time and frequency for data
packets trans itted by two users;

Fig. Z5 a diagram illustrating sequence of packets transmitted in time making up a
message; /

Fig. 4,;//is a diagram illustrating a frequency band making up the frequency spectrum of
the communica ion system;

Fig. a high level block diagram illustrating the random access transmitter of the

communicati‘r;;{system of the present invention;
Fig. , is a high level block diagram illustrating the channel assignment transmitter of

the communicat'6n system;

Fig. a high level block diagram illustrating the software layers making up the
personal compu er based transmitter method portion of the communication system;

Fig. a high level flow diagram illustrating the driver method of the present
invention; I “ I

Fig. ;/is a high level block diagram illustrating the random access transmitting
method of the present invention;

Fig. lrflfis a high level block diagram illustrating the hub receiver portion of the

communication system;

Fig. 1 a high level block diagram illustrating the random access receiver of the

communication fgystem of the present invention;

Fig. 12/is a high level block diagram illustrating the channel assignment receiver of

the communica ion system;

Fig. 1&5 a high level flow diagram illustrating the synchronization receiver method
of the present i /vention; and

Fig. a high level flow diagram illustrating the random access receiver portion of
the communication system of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Notation Used Throughout

0
The following notation is used throughout this document.

 
 

 

Term Definition

CA Channel Assignment

CATV Community Antenna Television

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

DAMA Demand Assigned Multiple Access

DPSK Differential Phase Shift Keying

DQPSK Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

DSL Digital Subscriber Loop
DTH Direct-To-Home

DVB Digital Video Broadcasting

FDM Frequency Division Multiplexing

FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access

FH Frequency Hoping

FSK Frequency Shift Keying

IP Internet Protocol

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network
ISP Internet Service Provider

LAN Local Area Network

_ NS Non Synchronous
PLL Phase Lock Loop

I O PSK Phase Shift Keying

QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
RA Random Access

RC Raised Cosine
SOHO Small Office Home Office

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TDM Time Division Multiplexing

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

UDP User Datagram Protocol

VSAT Very Small Aperture Terminal
WAN Wide Area Network

T 

5 ~ General Description

The present invention is a reverse link for a satellite communication system. The

reverse link described herein is suitable for use in any type of communications network such

as networks used for Internet access purposes. The reverse link in combination with a

forward link forms a complete two way communication system via satellite. The forward
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link can comprise any well known communication scheme suitable for use as the forward link

in a satellite communication system. In particular, the forward link may be constructed to

comply with the European Telecommunication Standard (ETS) 300 421 put out by the

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) which describes the modulation

and channel coding system for satellite digital television services. Systems based on the

standard are intended to provide Direct-To-Home (DTH) services for consumer television

systems and cable television head-end stations. In addition, the digital video broadcast

(DVB) standard of transmission can also be used to construct the forward link.

Two satellite communication networks are shown in Figure 1. In network A 12 a

satellite 17 is used to forward communications between a hub 18 and a plurality of terminals

comprising very small aperture terminal (VSAT) users 20, thus forming a forward link. In

addition, a reverse link is established between the plurality of VSAT terminals 20 and hub 18

via satellite 17. Similarly, network B 14 comprises a hub 22 which communicates via a

forward link to a plurality of VSAT terminals 24. The reverse link for the network B 14 is

also via satellite between the plurality of VSAT terminals 24 and the hub 22. Hubs 18, 22 are

coupled by terrestrial land based links to an external communications network 16 such as the

Internet. Alternatively, the hubs 18, 22 can be connected to other types of land based

networks. Alternative external communications networks include, but are not limited to,

Frame Relay, Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), Community Antenna Television

(CATV) and Digital Subscriber Loop (XDSL) such as Asynchronous DSL (ADSL) or Very

High Speed DSL (VDSL).

The reverse link via satellite of the present invention provides an alternative solution

to the existing prior art reverse links which utilize the telephone lines. The reverse link of the

present invention is suitable for applications in outlying rural areas where ground based

telephone lines have not been installed. In addition, access to the Internet can be provided for

users including SOHO, business and others for interactive applications including video

conferencing, LAN/WAN applications,‘ document delivery, audio applications such as

Internet phone, commercial web sites, Internet gaming, local ISPS and Internet meeting and

collaboration software. A further advantage is that bottlenecks that occur in reverse link

connections composed of regular telephone lines and local ISPs can be bypassed.

As mentioned previously, the reverse link of the present invention can be utilized with

any well know forward link to form a two way satellite communication system. The forward
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link can comprise any commonly available conventional communication technology suitable

for the forward link. Most of these technologies are based on time division multiplexing

(TDM) communication techniques. The transmission from the hub in these cases is typically

at a high data rate, i.e., 10 to 40 Mbps, and the data transmitted to the users is multiplexed in

time. Each user utilizes the portion of the TDM signal that has been assigned to her/him. For

example, the commercial satellite system known as DirecPC has a forward link of about 12

Mbps wherein each user receives approximately 400 Kbps of usable bandwidth. Most

forward links in operation today typically utilize the digital video broadcast (DVB) standard

of transmission.

The present invention discloses a novel scheme of multiple access for the reverse link

of the two way satellite communication system. The reverse link accommodates various data

rates in accordance with the transmitter power and the size of the antennae in addition to the

type of information to be transmitted. The reverse link is utilized to transmit three different

types of communication to the hub. Note that throughout this document the term ‘message’

is defined to mean a communication session between two points wherein the data is

transmitted in the form of finite length units of data such as packets or frames. The term

‘session’ is also used in this document in its traditional sense to represent any communication

sent from one point 0 another.

The first message type requires transmission rates lower than a certain number of

bytes/sec. This message type comprises short messages such as requests to start a connection,

requests to download data or requests to start long interactive sessions such as video

conferencing and Internet phone applications. Also included in the first type of message is

data derived from web browsers which typically have low duty cycle bursty type messages on

one leg and acknowledge messages on the other. This first type of message typically requires

immediate access to the channel. In other words, the delays due to coordination and channel

assignment should be avoided for information of this type.

_ The second message type requires transmission rates higher than a certain number of

bytes/sec. This message type comprises messages that typically include large files of

information. The data rates for these type of messages is typically relatively high.

The third message type include messages that are known to require a continuous type

communications channel. This message type comprises messages generated from two way

bandwidth intensive applications such as video conferencing, Internet phone, etc.
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The present invention discloses a reverse link which utilizes two multiple access

schemes working in cooperation with each other. For short messages of the first type of

information a non synchronized multiple access scheme is utilized. A frequency hopping

spread spectrum scheme is utilized due to its ease of implementation and the absence of the

need for power control. Thus, short messages are transmitted using non synchronous

frequency hopping code division multiple access (NS/FH/CDMA). For the continuous

transmission of data, a channel is allocated using frequency division multiple access

(FDMA). The communication scheme utilizing FDMA offers continuous transmission,

relatively high capacity and ease of implementation. A block of spectrum dedicated to the

entire reverse length for both multiple access schemes is divided into two sub bands. One sub

band is for the NS/FH/CDMA sub band, also known as the random access (RA) sub band,

and the other sub band is dedicated for the FDMA sub band otherwise known as the channel

assignment (CA) sub band. ln one example embodiment, 4 MHz is assigned to the random

access sub band and 6 MHZ is assigned to the channel assignment sub band for a total of a 10

MHz bandwidth.

The communication system of the present invention ‘has two modes of operation:

random access (RA) and a channel assignment (CA) mode. Communications always start in

the random access mode using the random access frequency sub band in such a way that the

user is able to start communications at any point in time. After communications have begun,

the system decides whether to continue in random access mode such as when the user is

browsing, for example, or whether to assign a charmel with optimal bandwidth in accordance

with the users application, e.g., video conferencing or Internet phone applications. In such a

case, the user will use the channel assignment mode using the channel assignment frequency

sub band. After the user finishes to work in the channel assignment sub band, e.g., the user

has closed the video conferencing application, the allocation of the channel is terminated and

the user continues communicating via the random access channel as required.

The user transmits messages using any suitable protocol such as the TCP/IP protocol

format. For illustrative purposes, the transmitter method is presented using the TCP protocol

as an example. Note, however, that the method is suitable to be used with other protocols as

well. The transmitter method makes decisions about the mode of operation in accordance

with the following procedure. Communications begins in the random access mode by

transmitting the TCP messages in the random access frequency sub band. The decision to
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switch to the channel assignment mode is made in accordance with one of the following

criteria:

1. If the source port in the TCP/IP protocol header corresponds to a predetermined list, the

system will request a switch to the channel assignment mode. The list includes source

ports of application such as video conferencing, file transfer, Internet phone, etc.

2. If the length of the TCP/IP message is larger than a specified length the system will

request a switch to the channel assignment mode. Note that TCP/IP messages have a

maximum length. For a line modem this maximum is approximately 2 KB.

3. If a continuation flag is set. This occurs when the application sends a message having a

length longer than the maximum length of a TCP/IP message. In this case, the message is

divided into several TCP/IP messages wherein a flag field in the message is turned on

indicating that additional TCP/IP messages follow. If this flag is turned on, the system

will request a switch to the channel assignment mode.

4. It the user buffer is full of messages waiting to be sent, the system will request a switch to

the channel assignment mode.

In accordance with these above criteria a request is made to allocate a CA channel by

sending a Request For.Allocati0n message. The request also includes a specific requested

data rate. The controller in the hub will then allocate a CA channel with a center frequency

parameter in accordance with availability and at a data rate according to the request. The end

user will be notified via the forward link of the assignment of the CA channel. Once

allocated, the user transmits messages using the CA mode of communications.

The decision to switch back to the random access mode is made basically when the

transmission from the source port ends. The message is sent via the CA channel to request a

switch back to the random access mode in accordance with the following criteria:

1. If the TCP/IP protocol source port corresponding to a source port in the given list is not

transmitting any messages any longer, the system will request a switch back to the RA

mode.

2. If the long messages have terminated, the system will request a switch back to the RA

mode.
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3. If the user output buffer becomes empty, the system will request a switch back to the RA

mode.

4. If messages from the specific application cease to be generated, the system will request a

switch back to the RA mode.

If any of the above listed events occur, the controller in the hub will cease allocation

of the CA channel and notify the user. Once notified, the user switches back to the RA mode

of communications.

Random Access (RA) Mode

The random access mode using NS/FH/CDMA will be now be described in more

detail. The purpose of the random access NS/FH/CDMA communication scheme is to permit

random access communications in the reverse link for sending short messages. The main

characteristics of the random access scheme for the reverse link are random access, no

feedback (feedforward), frequency hopping, error correction coding and lack of time

synchronization requirements among users.

In a frequency hopping CDMA system, the instantaneous frequency bandwidth is

relatively narrow. However the center frequency is changed during every time interval

termed a time hop. The frequency hopping communication system comprises transmitters

wherein the data is modulated and up converted with a frequency hopping local oscillator.

The receiver down converts the received signal with a frequency hopping local oscillator

synchronized to the transmitter such that at any instant of time the local oscillator which up

converts the modulated signal in the transmitter uses the sarneifrequency as the local

oscillator which down converts the received signal in the receiver. Therefore, for proper

operation of the frequency hopping transmitter receiver pair both the transmitter and the

receiver must be synchronized with each other. A frequency hopping transmission system for

satellite networks is described in detail in “Frequency-hop Transmission For Satellite Packet

Switching and Terrestrial Packet Radio Networks,” M.B. Pursley, IEEE Journal on Selected

Areas in Communications, Vol. 8, No. 4, May 1990.

In a non synchronized frequency hopping CDMA communication system there is no

time synchronization among the plurality of users and thus mutual interference among users

exists. Thus, in this type of a system there may be more than one user transmitting at the
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This is illustrated in a diagram showing thesame time which results in a collision.

relationship between frequency and time among the transmissions of two users as shown in

Figure 2. Each of the horizontal bands in the diagram of Figure 2 represents a frequency

band in a random access sub band. With reference to Figure 2, each user transmits messages

which are broken up into groups of symbols (packets) as represented by each of the boxes in

the Figure. User #1 transmits a group of symbols comprising a sub packet 30 at the same

time user #2 transmits another sub packet 32. The two groups of transmissions do not

interfere with each other since they take place on different frequencies. User #1 continues to

transmit sub packets as shown in boxes 36, 44, 38. Likewise, user #2 transmits sub packets

as represented by boxes 34, 42, 40. Figure 2 shows the frequency hopping nature of the

random access mode wherein sequential sub packets are transmitted using different

frequencies. However, since the random access mode is not synchronized, collisions on a

particular frequency can occur. This is shown in Figure 2 by transmissions 44 from user #1

and 42 from user #2. Transmissions from both users #1 and #2 overlap at some point thus

causing a collision and making it impossible for the receiver to receive either of the two sub

packets.

Note that typical prior art frequency hopping communication systems are orthogonal

in nature. This means that at any particular point in time there is no overlap of the

frequencies used by any of the users. In addition, synchronized frequency hopping

communication systems are characterized by each user switching or hopping frequencies at

the same time. In a system where all the hops are synchronized with each other it makes

sense for the system to be orthogonal also. However, in systems such as the present

communication system, if non synchronous hopping is utilized it does not make sense to

implement orthogonal frequency hopping.

The following system parameters are utilized by the RA frequency hopping CDMA

communication scheme:

1. BT: bandwidth of the entire RA sub band

2. RB: raw bit rate of each channel input

3. RC: error correcting code ration

4. RS: symbol rate

5. r: RC spectrum roll off factor

6. B,: instantaneous bandwidth for one channel

\
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7. NF: number of frequencies

8. N: number of users

9. NBPM: number of bits per message (variable length message)

Preferably, the modulation scheme used for the RA mode is differential QPSK

(DQPSK) or D712/4-QPSK. These modulation schemes are more robust in an environment with

mutual interference since only the difference between two symbols needs to be determined.

Soft decisions may be obtained in the receiver utilizing a modified version of the Viterbi ratio

threshold method, which is well known in the art. Coherent demodulation is not

recommended in such a system as it is not practical for use in a jamming environment. The

RA mode can utilize a number of well known error coriection codes (ECC), such as

convolutional codes or Reed—Solomon codes. More detail on the use of Reed—Solomon codes

in frequency hopped networks can be found in “S.W. Kim and W. Stark, “Optimum Rate

AccessReed—Solomon Codes for Frequency Hopped Spread Spectrum Multiple

Communication Systems,” IEEE Transactions on Communications, Vol. COM-37, February
1989.

Each user in the communication system is hopping on a map of NF frequencies in a

total bandwidth BT with an instantaneous bandwidth B1 such that

B, = NF x B,

A sequence of length NSEQ hops is used to transmit the message. The sequence consists of

NSYNCH synchronization hops and NDATA data hops where

NSEQ = NSYNCH + NDATA

All the sequential hops including both the synchronization hops and data hops use the same

map of NF frequencies. Each hop has a duration of THOP and the guard time interval between

hops is TGUARD. The timing diagram showing the message as a function of time is shown in

Figure 3. In each hop there are NSPH symbols per hop plus a reference symbol. The constant

length message of NBPM bits requires NDATA data hops as expressed below.

New

2'RC'NsPH
NDATA _

__ 

30

 

Where the duration of the transmission is given by the expression

NSEQ(THOP + TGUARD)

With reference to Figure 3, the complete message is made up of a preamble and a

message data portion. The preamble comprises a fixed number of hops denoted by reference

520 ‘9
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numeral 50. For example, the preamble can comprise five hops. The data portion of the

message comprises a plurality of hops, wherein a sub packet (denoted by numeral 52) is

transmitted during each hop. The frequencies of the hops in the preamble is actually a subset

of NF. For example, if there are NF = 30 frequency hops on the map of NF frequencies, the

preamble utilizes a subset of these frequencies, e.g., l0 frequencies. For each preamble sent,

5 of these 10 frequencies are then chosen to comprise the preamble portion of the message.

The preamble contains information comprising an ID, the hop code, hop sequence, time when

to start reception of the data portion of the message and the particular hop number within the

preamble/synchronization set of hops, i.e., a number within the range 1 through 5. Shown in

Figure 3 is an enlargement of the idle period between hops. In most prior art frequency

hopping communication systems this gap or idle period is minimized in order to be more

efficient. The present invention, however, includes a relatively large idle period which

fimctions to reduce the hardware and software requirements of the transmitter and the

receiver for synchronization purposes. However, the time transmission of the message is

lengthened somewhat but the probability of collision between users is not affected at all.

The frequency hopping sequences are constructed as follows. The frequencies of the

preamble/synchronization hops are randomly chosen out of a subset of 10 selected

frequencies (continuing the example presented above). The frequencies of the data hops for

the message data are chosen according to 1 out of 128 selected predefined frequency hopping

sequences. Each sequence being represented by a particular byte number. The sequence may

be randomly chosen by the user, however, the receiver should receive the ID number of the

chosen sequence in the synchronization data included in the preamble or synchronization hop.

As described previously, there are two formats for the transmitted hop, one format is

for the synchronization hop or preamble hop and one is for the data hop. The synchronization

hop comprises a known fixed sequence utilized for acquisition purposes and having a length

of approximately 16 to 64 symbols. The synchronization hop also comprises control data

such as synchronization data including the data representing the frequency hopping sequence

The data hopsnumber and the starting time of the data frequency hopping sequence.

comprise a short known fixed sequence for tracking purposes having a length of up to 16

symbols and also comprising the encoded data. In one embodiment, the fixed data may

comprise only one symbol used as a reference for a differential detection in the receiver.

at 20P-1254-US



 

Channel Assignment (CA) Mode

The channel assignment mode using FDMA will now be described in more detail.

Note that the following notation is also applicable to the RA mode discussed above. In

general, FDMA techniques are suitable only for a communication system which allocates

5 frequencies and bandwidth such that no more than one user will utilize the same frequency

band at the same time. A diagram illustrating the frequency band of the FDMA portion of the

present invention is shown in Figure 4. If all users transmit within total average data rate R,

in a total bandwidth BT, with a modulation encoding scheme having an efficiency of 1

bps/Hz, the maximum number of users is defined by N where

‘““““X~\ B
10 » = -1

’ I 62114’ R ._

ZL..Li$g ET
L” 627/! In Figure 4, the frequency band BT MHz is shown and -1:-].f'requency channels 60 are, / V *I

indicated. One of the frequency channels 60 is shown enlarged and the spectrum of the 
transmitted signal is shown to occupy a bandwidth denoted BC.

In the FDMA system of the present invention, the frequencies must be allocated to 
15 each user utilizing a control means. In an FDMA system, not all the users are required to use

the same amount of bandwidth. A system with flexible bandwidth allocation adapted to the

needs of the user and assigned on demand is called a bandwidth on demand (BOD) system.

 In such a system, the transmission is continuous with the transmission parameters such as

coding rate and data rate is adapted to each user. The data transmission can utilize a

20 quadrature PSK (QPSK) modulation scheme with data rates of 32 Kbps, 48 Kbps, 64 Kbps,

96 Kbps, 128 Kbps, 192 Kbps, 256 Kbps or 384 Kbps. In addition, an ECG such as a

convolutional code having a rate such as 1/2 or 3/4 can be used with symbol rates of 32 Kbps,

64 Kbps, 128 Kbps or 256 Kbps. Better efficiency from the power amplifier and the

transmitter can be obtained by utilizing 7:/4QPSK or OQPSK modulation rather than QPSK

25 modulation. The symbol rate within a frequency slot 60 is shown represented by Rs with

BC -—_ RS used as a guard band between each frequency slot. Note that the symbol rate R5 is

also the 3 dB bandwidth.

Reverse Link Transmitter

The transmitter portion of the reverse link of the present invention will now be

30 described in more detail. The transmitter for the reverse link actually comprises two portions:
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a random access portion and a channel assignment portion. Although the two portions are

shown separately, overlapping functions can be combined. In general, the transmitter

comprises a user interface and a message classifier. The data received from the user is

divided or classified into three different types of messages, as described previously.

The first message type requires transmission rates lower than a certain number of

bytes/sec, i.e., short messages. The second message type requires transmission rates higher

than a certain number of bytes/sec. The third message type include messages that are known

to require a continuous type communications channel. This third message type comprises

messages generated from two way bandwidth intensive applications such as video

conferencing, Internet phone, etc.

Each type is processed in the transmitter in a different way. The random access (RA)

transmitter is utilized for short messages wherein each message is transmitted as a packet, a

packet being the information transmitted in a single hop. The channel assignment (CA)

transmitter is utilized for long streams of information, i.e., message types two and three. A

specific frequency and a particular bandwidth are assigned and the data is transmitted for a

specific period of time or until the data ends.

The processing performed by the transmitter includes formatting of the transmission

signal and encoding of the user data using an error correction code. In the random access

mode, the synchronization sequence precedes the encoded data message. The combined

stream of data is divided into smaller bursts wherein each burst is transmitted at a specific

time and frequency. This method can be classified as a CDMA type of multiple access

scheme since many users are transmitting simultaneously in the same frequency band but

using different sequences of frequencies and timing for the transmission bursts.

In the channel assignment mode, the user data is transmitted continuously in contrast

with the bursty transmissions in the random access mode. In the random access mode, the

frequency used for a transmission is changed at every burst to a predefined frequency within a

frequency band dedicated for this mode. In the channel assignment mode, the frequency is

fixed‘ during the transmission within a frequency band dedicated for this mode.

The random access (RA) transmitter portion of the present invention will now

described in more detail. A high level block diagram illustrating the random access

transmitter of the communication system of the present invention is shown in Figure 5. Data

generated by a user 80 is input to a baseband processor 72 which comprises an encoder 78,
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interleaver 82 and a controller 84. The baseband processor may comprise the 56002 Digital

Signal Processor (DSP) manufactured by Motorola, Inc. The encoder 78 functions to apply a

correction code such as a convolutional code, a Reed-Solomon code or both to the data input

from the user 80. Once encoded, the data combined with the code bits are interleaved using

interleaver 82. The output of the interleaver is input to a modulator of 74 which comprises an

I/Q generator 86 which functions to generate an I and Q data stream. The I data stream is

input to a D/A converter 88 and then filtered via low pass filter to 92.

Similarly, the Q data stream is input to D/A converter 90 and filtered via low pass

filter 94. The I and Q data streams output by low pass filters 92, 94 respectively, are input to

QPSK modulator 96. A local oscillator 95 generates a local reference signal for the QPSK

modulator 96. The local oscillator 95 receives a hopping sequence from the pseudo random

sequence generator 106. The local oscillator 95 may comprise a digital data synthesizer

(DDS) driven PLL as described in the Qualcomm Synthesizer Product Databook, November

1996, or the clean single PLL model VDS-6000 manufactured by SCITEC, San Diego,

California. The controller maintains control of the local oscillator 95 and the pseudo random

sequence generator 106. The frequency hopping of the random access transmitter 70 is

controlled via control signals output by the pseudo random sequence generator 106 and input

to the local oscillator 95. The output of the QPSK modulator 96 is then input to the

upconverter 76 which functions to shift the modulated signal to a frequency suitable for a

transmission via the satellite 17 (Figure 1). The I/Q generator 86 performs differential

encoding of pairs of binary bits before the data stream is split into separate I and Q channels.

The QPSK modulator may comprise the STEL 9231 manufactured by Stanford Telecom,

Sunnyvale, California or the direct conversion I/Q modulator IC, model RF2422,

manufactured by RF Micro Devices, North Carolina.

The upconverter 76 comprises a mixer (multiplier) 98, local oscillator 104 and power

The upconverter may comprise the Ku-band transceiver for satellite

The

amplifier 100.

communications, model 3100 Series, manufactured by SierraCom, Massachusetts.

output of the QPSK modulator 96 is mixed with the output of the local oscillator 104 Via

mixer 98. The output of the mixer is then amplified by a power amplifier 100 whose output

is directed to the antenna 102. Controller 84 functions to control the operations of the

encoder 78, interleaver 82, QPSK modulator 96, local oscillator 95 and the pseudo random

W  
sequence generator 106.
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A high level block diagram of the channel assignment (CA) transmitter is shown in

Figure 6. The channel assignment transmitter, generally referenced 110, comprises a

baseband processor 114, a modulator 116 and an upconverter 118. In operation, data

generated by user 112 is input to the baseband processor 114 which comprises an encoder

120, an interleaver 122 and a controller 124. The baseband processor may comprise the

56002 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) manufactured by Motorola, Inc. The input data is

encoded using an error correction code and is subsequently interleaved before being input to

the modulator 116. The modulator 116 comprises an I/Q generator 126 which functions to

generate the I and Q data streams. The I data stream is input to D/A converter 130 and then

filtered via low pass filter 132. V

Similarly, the Q data stream is input to D/A converter 128 and subsequently filtered

via low pass filter 134. Both D/A converters may comprise the AD 7943 manufactured by

Analog Devices, Norwood, Massachusetts. Both the I and Q data outputs of the low pass

filters 132 and 134, respectively, are input to the QPSK modulator 136. The QPSK

modulator functions to modulate the I and Q inputs using a QPSK modulation technique. A

local oscillator 135 provides a local reference signal to the QPSK modulator 136. The QPSK

modulator may comprise the STEL 9231 manufactured by Stanford Telecom, Sunnyvale,

California or the direct conversion I/Q modulator IC, model RF2422, manufactured by RF

Micro Devices, North Carolina. The local oscillator 135 may comprise the clean single PLL

model VDS-6000 manufactured by SCITEC, San Diego, California.

The output of the modulator 136 is input to the upconverter 118 which comprises a

mixer 138, power amplifier 140 and a local oscillator 142. The upconverter may comprise

the Ku-band transceiver for satellite communication, model 3100 Series, manufactured by

SierraCom, Massachusetts.

The output of the modulator is mixed with the local oscillator signal via mixer 138.

The output of the mixer 138 is then amplified via power amplifier 140 and input to the

antenna 141 for transmission via the satellite 17 to the hub. The controller 124 functions to

control the operations of the channel assignment transmitter and in particular, the encoder

120, interleaver 122, QPSK modulator 136 and the local oscillator 135.

It is noted that the construction of the RA and the CA receivers are very similar to

each other. Most of the hardware, in fact, can be shared and two modes of operation provided

with only minor changes needed to implement each mode.

d 53
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The transmitter method of the present invention will now be described in more detail.

A high level block diagram illustrating the PC based transmission method of the present

invention is shown in Figure 7. The method of the transmitter operates in a sequence of

layers with the top layer being the application layer 152. In addition to the application layer

the other layers used include TCP/UDP layer 154, IP layer 156 and a driver layer 158. The

PC 150 transmits data to be sent via satellite to the hub to the modem 160 which comprises

the random access transmitter 70 (Figure 5) and the channel assignment transmitter 110

(Figure 6).

The transmitter method portion of the present invention is situated within the driver

layer 158. The transmitter method operates as a driver under the IP layer receiving IP packets

output therefrom. Each protocol utilized by the application is identified by its own so called

well known port number. The well known port number is part of the TCP/UDP header

embedded within the IP packet. Each packet is identified by its connection including its

source and destination addresses and source and destination ports. In the random access

mode, the transmitter method monitors the port number and the rate of the packets being

received as measured in bits per second (bps). The bps rate is monitored by counting the

number of bytes transmitted within a specific time window. If one of the applications

transmits packets whose source port within the protocol header corresponds to a

predetermined list or the length of the messages is larger than a specified length, the driver

requests a channel assignment. In addition, if the rate of the transmission is higher than the

maximal rate permitted in the random" access mode the driver also requests a channel

assignment. Note that the application layer 152 can be implemented using, for example, any

browser or web browser, e-mail application or other communication type application.

A high level flow diagram illustrating the driver method of the present invention is

shown in Figure 8. Initially, the transmission mode within the modem 160 is switched to the

random access mode (step 170). The modem then waits for the next IP packet to arrive (step

172). Once the next IP packet has arrived the port number contained therein is checked (step

174). _If the port number is associated with a type 3 application (step 176) then a channel

assignment request (CAR) is then transmitted (step 190). Examples of well known port

numbers for type 3 applications include:

0 1651: Audio Conferencing

0 1652: Video Conferencing

Q10”
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These port numbers are valid for both TCP and UDP protocols.

The modem then waits for the channel assignment to be performed (step 192). Note

that the channel assignment request is transmitted using the random access mode of

communications. Once the channel assigmnent request acknowledgment is received (step

194), the modem switches to channel assignment mode of communications (step 196). If no

channel assignment request acknowledgment is received then the channel assignment request

is transmitted again in a second attempt.

Once the modem switches to channel assignment mode, the IP packet is then

transmitted using FDMA (step 198). The modem then waits for the next IP packet to arrive

(step 200). Once the next IP packet arrives it is transmitted (step 198). In this fashion IP

packets arrive and are transmitted using the channel assignment mode. When no IP packet

arrives after a predetermined time out period the modem switches back to random access

mode (step 170).

If the application port number determined in step 176 is not associated with a type 3

application then it is then determined whether the packet of data received is the first packet in

a message (step 178). If the packet received is a first packet of a message then a timer is then

activated (step 180). A counter associated with the message is then incremented by the

number of bytes contained in the packet (step 182). The rate of transmission is then

calculated by dividing the counter value by the timer value (step 184). If the rate is greater

than a certain threshold (step 186) then the modem switches to channel assignment mode and

a CAR is subsequently transmitted (step 190). If the rate is less than or equal to the

predetermined threshold then the IP packet is transmitted using the random access mode (step

188). Control then returns to the beginning of the method and the modem waits for the next

IP packet to arrive (step 172).

The operation of the frequency hopping or random access transmitter will now be

described in more detail. A high level flow diagram illustrating the random access

transmitter method of the present invention is shown in Figure 9. In general, the basic steps

of the random access transmission method comprise receiving a new data packet to be sent

from the baseband processor, transmitting a synchronization message using consecutive

transmission bursts wherein each burst is transmitted at a different frequency. Note that a

similar synchronization message is repeated in each of the bursts, i.e., 5 bursts as in the

example presented hereinabove. The difference being a counter which counts the number of
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synchronization hops. The data packet is then encoded using an error correcting code such as

a Reed-Solomon or convolutional code. The encoded packet is then split into a plurality of

sub packets or into groups of symbols. The bit stream in each sub packet is differentially

encoded and transmitted in consecutive transmission bursts wherein each burst is transmitted

at a different frequency using DQPSK modulation.

With reference to Figure 9, the first step is to set NO_FREQD and NO_FREQS to 1

(step 210). The last letter ‘D’ signifies the number of frequencies for the data packets and the

last letter ‘S’ signifies the number of frequencies for synchronization packets. Messages are

then received from the PC (step 212) and fragmented into a plurality of input packets each

having a length of N1 bytes (step 214). Each input packet is then passed through a

Reed-Solomon encoder which generates output packets of length N2 bytes (step 216). The

value N2 represents the number of bytes/hop. Next, each output packet is fragmented into

NHOPSD sub packets of length N2/NHOPSD number of bytes (step 218). The value

NHOPSD representing the number of hops for the data packet.

In the next step, the frequency NO_FREQS is output to the synthesizer of local

oscillator 104 (Figure 5) (step 220). The synchronization or preamble message is then output

to the modulator (step 222). Step 220 dictates to the synthesizer the hop frequency to be used

as generated by the pseudo random sequence generator 106. Then, the value NO_FREQS is

incremented by 1 (step 224). If the frequency count NO_FREQS is greater than the number

of hops NHOPSS (step 226) then the frequency NO_FREQD is then output to the synthesizer

or local oscillator (step 228). Step 226 counts the number of preamble hops already taken

and if the number of hops is greater than the number allowed then the data portion of message

is transmitted. If the number of hops in the preamble has not exceeded the value NHOPSS

then the next hop frequency is output to the synthesizer (step 220).

Once the output frequency NO_FREQD for the message data is output to the

synthesizer using step 222 the next bit in the message is output to the modulator (step 230).

It is then checked to see whether the packet has arrived (step 232). If not, the next bit is input

to the modulator using step 230. This process continues until the end of the packet is reached

at which time the Value NO_FREQD is incremented by 1 (step 234). If the current frequency

count has exceeded the number of hops NHOPSD for the message data, control then returns

to step 210. If the frequency count has not exceeded the hop count, then the next frequency

NO_FREQD is output through the synthesizer and the process repeats step 228.
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Reverse Link Receiver

The receiver portion of the reverse length located in the hub will now be described in

more detail. A high level block diagram of the hub receiver is shown in Figure 10. The

reverse link utilizes three types of receivers: two of the types for the random access mode and

one type used for the channel assignment mode. The hub receiver, generally referenced 240,

comprises an antenna 242 coupled to downconverter 244. The downconverter may comprise

the Ku-band transceiver for satellite communications, model 3100 Series, manufactured by

SierraCom, Massachusetts. The output of the downconverter is output to a splitter 246 which

functions to split and share the down converted signal among the three different receivers.

The three receivers used in the hub comprise the random access (RA) receiver 248, a

synchronization and acquisition (SA) receiver 250 and a channel assignment (CA) receiver

252. The data output of each of the three receivers 248, 250, 252 is input to the hub

controller 254. The output of the hub controller is then input to an ISP/network interface 256

which functions to interface the hub receiver 240 to a network such as an ISP or other

communication network 258.

The synchronization and acquisition (SA) receiver 250 is used to receive the

preamble/synchronization messages and functions to extract the synchronization information,

i.e., frequency acquisition and timing acquisition related data. In addition, the

synchronization messages contain user information. In particular, the hopping sequence for

the data message which defines the frequencies which will be transmitted by the transmitter.

A plurality of synchronization and acquisition (SA) receivers are utilized in the hub

receiver with one synchronization and acquisition receiver utilized for each of the possible

frequencies to be received during a preamble portion of the message. Each SA receiver is

tuned to a fixed frequency and waits for the arrival of a preamble/synchronization message.

Thus, in the example given above, a subset of ten frequencies out of the total NF is allotted for

use of preamble messages. Thus, in this example, 10 SA receivers are required each one

tuned to one of the 10 frequencies in the subset of frequencies.

In order for the hub receiver 240 to acquire synchronization all that is needed is one of

the synchronization messages transmitted by the transmitter to be received without any

interference from other users. This is the purpose for sending the hop number within the

synchronization message so that the SA receiver can know which out of the 5 hops (in this

example) has been just received. In addition, the time the message data portion of the
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message begins transmission is also included in the preamble. This permits the hub controller

254 to determine when to begin looking for the start of the message data portion of the

message. 5

The random access receiver 248 is used to receive the frequency hopping data portion

5 of the message and detect the data therein. Note that the SA and the RA receiver constructed

similarly. Thus, the following description applies to both the RA and the SA receivers. The

RA receiver receives from the controller the hopping sequence that the user is using. The RA

receiver functions to hop between the predefined frequencies contained in the hop sequence.

In addition, the RA receiver functions to decode the received data using the Reed-Solomon

10 decoder to extract the data.

Recall that requests for the CA mode of transmission are made over the RA

communication link. In an alternative embodiment, a polling scheme may replace the RA

 transmission mode. In this embodiment, users are periodically polled using the forward link
 

and asked whether they would like a CA mode channel. Using this polling scheme, the SA

15 and the RA receivers may be replaced with a single receiver within the hub. Note that this

 embodiment is practical only when the number of users is not large.

The random access (RA) receiver 248 will "now be described in more detail. A high

level block diagram of the random access receiver is shown in Figure 11. The signal output

by the splitter 246 (Figure 10) is input to a downconverter 265. The downconverter 265

 20 comprises a mixer 260, a local oscillator 262 and pseudo random sequence generator 264.

The mixer 260 may comprise the direct conversion IC model MAX2120 manufactured by

MAXIM, Theale, Berks, UK. The local oscillator 262 can comprise the clean signal PLL

model VDS-6000 manufactured by SCITEC, San Diego, California. A signal from the

splitter is input to the mixer 260 which functions to mix the signal from the splitter with the

25 signal output of the local oscillator 262. The pseudo random sequence generator 264

functions to generate the hop sequence in synchronization with the hop sequence used by the

transmitter and the modem. The mixer 260 functions to generate an I and Q data stream

which is then input to the baseband processor 275.

The baseband processor 275 comprises an A/D converter 266 for the 1 channel data

30 and an A/D converter 268 for the Q channel data. The A/D converters may comprise the AD

775 manufactured by Analog Devices, Norwood, Massachusetts. The respective outputs of

the A/D converters 266, 268 are then output to DQPSK demodulator 270. The DQPSK
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demodulator may comprise the STEL 2120 manufactured by Stanford Telecom, Sunnyvale,

California. The DQPSK demodulator demodulates the I and Q channels and generates an

output data stream. The soft output of the demodulator 270 is input to a deinterleaver 272

which deinterleaves the data. The output of the deinterleaver is then decoded using decoder

274. Note that the operation of the decoder corresponds to that of the encoder 78 (Figure 5)

in the RA transmitter. The output of the decoder forms the output of the baseband processor

275 and is input to the hub controller 254. The baseband processor may comprise the 56002

DSP manufactured by Motorola, Inc.

The hub controller provides control and status signals to a controller 276 which

functions to control the operation of the components making up the receiver 248. In

particular, based on the particular hop sequence utilized by the transmitter as extracted from

the preamble received by the SA receiver, the hub controller through the controller 276

directs the pseudo random sequence generator 264 to generate the proper sequence of

frequencies for the local oscillator 262. Note that the local oscillator 262 can comprise a

DDS for digitally synthesizing the local oscillator signals.

In an alternative embodiment, the Reed-Solomon decoding can have better

performance by using knowledge of the hop sequence of each of the RA receivers in the hub

to erase characters suspected to be erroneous. Recall that Reed-Solomon codes are capable of

correcting both errors and erasures of RS characters. Erasures occur when the probability of

errors are so high that the output characters cannot be determined and are simply omitted. In

this case, the code is used to correct the erased characters. Decoding of RS codes with

erasures have better performance.

Since the RA receivers operate in non synchronous fashion to each other, collisions in

time and frequency are possible. Duringla hop period, there exists the potential for two RA

receivers to be using the same frequency as described in connection with Figure 2. Since the

hub has knowledge of the hop sequence being used by each active RA receiver (by comparing

the timing of the hop sequences), it can inform the Reed-Solomon decoder of a collision

event. The decoder can use this knowledge of the collision to erase the particular characters

effected or assign the soft decision output with a low reliability value. Based on the hop

sequence collision information, the hub can instruct the two RA receivers effected to tag the

output characters with a low reliability indication or erasures. The decoding process is
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described in more detail in Chapter 6 of the book “Reed-Solomon Codes and Their

Applications”, S.B. Wicker and V.K. Bhargava, IEEE Press, 1992.

The channel assignment (CA) receiver portion of the hub will now be described in

more detail. A high level block diagram of the channel access receiver is shown in Figure 12.

The channel access receiver 252 comprises a downconverter 285 and a baseband processor

295. The signal from the splitter 246 (Figure 10) is input to the downconverter 285 which

comprises a complex mixer 280 and local oscillator 282. The mixer 280 functions to mix the

signal from the splitter with the signal generated by the local oscillator 282 to generate a

complex I and Q data stream. The I channel data is input to an A/D converter 284 and the Q

channel data is input to an A/D converter 286. The A/D converters may comprise the AD

775 manufactured by Analog Devices, Norwood, Massachusetts.

The respective outputs of both A/D converters 284, 286 are input to a QPSK

demodulator 288. The QPSK demodulator 288 may comprise the STEL 2110A

manufactured by Stanford Telecom, Sunnyvale, California. The soft output of the

demodulator 288 is then deinterleaved by a deinterleaver 290. The output of the deinterleaver

is then decoded utilizing decoder 292. Note that the operation of the decoder corresponds to

that of the encoder 120 (Figure 6) in the CA transmitter. The output of the decoder 292 forms

the output of the channel receiver. The output data is input through the hub controller 254

which also functions to provide controlling status signals to a controller 286. The controller

within the baseband processor 295 functions to control the operations of the channel

assignment receiver 252.

The method performed by the synchronization and acquisition receiver 250 (Figure

10) will now be described in more detail. The high level flow diagram illustrating the SA

receiver method is shown in Figure 13. The first step is to wait for the signal to be present at

the input of the SA receiver (step 300). Once a signal is detected, a frequency acquisition is

then performed (step 302). Subsequently, timing acquisition is then performed (step 304)

followed by detection of the user information contained in the preamble (step 306). The data

contained in the preamble message is as described hereinabove. Next, the user information

detected is transferred to the hub controller 254 (step 308). Once an SA receiver receives a

preamble correctly, control is transferred to one of the RA frequency hopping receivers.
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Note that the frequency and timing acquisition methods performed by the SA receiver

are described in more detail in chapter 6 of R. Gitlin, J. Hayes, S. Weinstein, “Data

Communication Principles,” Plenum Press, New York.

The method utilized by the random access receiver 248 (Figure 10) in the hub receiver

will now be described in more detail. A high level flow diagram illustrating the method

remote access receiver is now shown in Figure 14. The first step performed by the receiver is

to wait for the reception of a hop sequence transmitted by the hub controller 254 (step 310).

As described previously, the hop sequence is extracted from the preamble as received by the

SA receiver. Next, the value NO_FREQD is set equal to 1 (step 312). Next, the value of the

data frequency NO_FREQD of the hop sequence is output to the synthesizer or local

oscillator 262 in the random access receiver (step 314). The signal is then received from the

channel (step 316). The original N2 number of bytes transmitted is then detected (step 318).

The bytes are then stored in a buffer (step 320) and the value NO_FREQD is incremented by

1 (step 322).

If the value NO_FREQD is less than or equal to the number of hops NHOPSD (step

324) then control returns to step 312. In this case there are still hops remaining within the

data portion of the message. If the value NO_FREQD is greater than the number of hops

NHOPSD then the reception of the message is complete. In the next step, Reed-Solomon

decoding is performed on the contents of the buffer (step 326). Reed-Solomon codes are

described in more detail in the book “Reed-Solomon Codes and Their Applications”, S.B.

Wicker and V.K. Bhargava, IEEE Press, 1992. Once decoded, the data is transmitted to the

hub controller (step 328).

While the invention has been described with respect to a limited number of

embodiments, it will be appreciated that many variations, modifications and other

applications of the invention may be made.
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What is claimed is:

1. A multiple access commun cations system for use in a satellite communication

 
network, comprising:  

 
 

 
 

a plurality of user terminals lo generating data to be transmitted over said multiple

access communication ystem;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple access communication system

from said plurality of u r terminals;

transmitter means within each er terminal for receiving data to be transmitted from

said user terminal‘ to aid hub, said transmitter means including first

communication means fo transmitting short bursty data in combination with

second communication ans for continuous transmission of data;

switching means coupled to s id transmitter means for switching transmission

between said first c unication means and said second communication

means in accordance w h redefined criteria; and

 

 
 

nous frequency hopping code division multiple access

comm ications;
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means f ' receiving data transmitted by said plurality of user terminals using said 

 

sec’ d communication means, said second communication means utilizing

freque cy division multiple access communications; and

means for rece ing preamble and synchronization message data transmitted by said

plurality user terminals precedent to transmissions utilizing said first

communica ‘on means.

6. The system according to c i 1, wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission from said‘ unication means to said second communication

means in accordance with a sourc field within messages received by said transmitter

means.

7. e system according to claim 1, wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching from said first communication means to said second communication means when

the length of a message received by said transmitter means exceeds a predetermined

threshold.

8. The syst m according to claim 1, wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transm ssion from said first communication means to said second communication

means when a cont’ uation flag in a message received by said transmitter means is turned on.

9. The system a ording to claim 1, wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission from said first communication means to said second communication

means when a user buf r containing a plurality of messages to be sent via said transmitter
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12. Th system according to claim 1, wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching tra mission from said second communication means to said first communication

means when the ength of a message received by said transmitter means fails to exceed a

predetermined thre 
13. The system acco ding to claim 1, wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission f in said second communication means to said first communication

means when a continuation ag in a message received by said transmitter means is turned off.

14. The system according to cl ' 1, wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission from said s ommunication means to said first communication

10 mean when a user buffer containin lurality of messages to be sent via said transmitter
" .

\he system according to claim 1, wherein said switching means comprises means for

switchin transmission from said second communication means to said first communication

means wh n the software application meeting a predetermined criteria that initiated a

message to b transmitted via said transmitter means ceases to generate message data. 

16. The sy tern according to claim 1, wherein said at least one hub comprises collision

  
 
 

detection means or determining when two frequency hops associated with two independent

receivers are utili 'ng the same frequency at the same time, thus improving decoding within

20 A multiple access communication system for use in a satellite communication

network, said satellite communication network including a plurality of user terminals and at

least one hub, said system comprising:

first transmitter means for transmitting data utilizing a non synchronous frequency

hopping code division multiple access communication scheme;

25 second transmitter means for transmitting data utilizing a frequency division multiple

access communication scheme;

switching means for switching transmission between said first transmitter means and

said second transmitter means in accordance with predefined criteria;
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first receiver means for receiving data transmitted using utilizing said non

synchronous frequency hopping code division multiple access communication

scheme;

second receiver means for receiving data transmitted using said frequency division

multiple access communication scheme; and

third receiver means for receiving preamble and synchronization data transmitted

utilizing said utilizing a non synchronous frequency hopping code division

multiple access communication scheme.

l0 ‘i
,lr8./ The system according to claim MTwherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission from said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means in

accordance with a source port field within messages received by said transmitter means.

llL97 The system according to claim .3:wherein said switching means comprises means for
switching transmission from said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means

when the length of a message received by said transmitter means exceeds a predetermined

threshold.

W i
20? The system according to claim 1/7: wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission from said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means

when a continuation flag in a message received by said transmitter means is turned on.

21/. The system according to claim,lZ,/ wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission from said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means

when a user buffer containing a plurality of messages to be sent via said transmitter means

fills beyond predetermined level.

i i  % The system according to claim , wherein said switching means comprises means for
switching transmission from said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means in

accordance with the type and nature of the software application that initiated a message to be

transmitted via said transmitter means.

£5 q
.25/. The system according to claim 4’/, wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission from said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

when a source port matching a predetermined criteria ceases to transmit messages.
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24./ The system according to claim ‘W?wherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission from said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

when the length of a message received by said transmitter means fails to exceed a

predetermined threshold.

t  5 The system according to claim , wherein said switching means comprises means for
switching transmission from said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

when a continuation flag in a message received by said transmitter means is turned off.

7
26 The system according to claim lfljwherein said switching means comprises means for

switching transmission from said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

10 when a user buffer containing a plurality of messages to be sent via said transmitter means

‘IlJji The system according to claim 1}’, wherein said switching means comprises means for

empties.

switching transmission from said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

when the software application meeting a predetermined criteria that initiated a message to be

15 transmitted via said transmitter means ceases to generate message data.

£0

28( The system according to claim}! 1 er——l-5*,‘ further comprising interface means for
interfacing said at least one hub to an external communications network.

J0
,2/9./ The system according to claim 28,/wherein said external communications network

 
comprises the Internet.

i?” J5
20 The system according to c1aim}8’, wherein said external communications network

comprises a packet switched telephone network (PSTN).

<3 :20
-?rI’. The system according to claim 28’, wherein said external communications network

comprises an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).

g. The system according to claim 28{ wherein said external communications network
25 comprises a Community Antenna Television (CATV) network.

J5 20
,3%./ The system according to claim 28: wherein said external communications network

comprises a Digital Subscriber Loop (XDSL).
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comprises a Frame Relay network.

 

£3
The system according to claim 28: wherein said external communications network

. The system according to claim M,’ further comprising collision detection means for3’?

determining when two frequency hops associated with two independent receivers within said

receiver means are utilizing the same frequency at the same time, thus improving decoding

within said first receiver means.

6. 

network, comprising:

“ receiver means within said at least

37.

generating

  

 
 

A multiple access communi ations system for use in a satellite communication

 
 
 

 

 
 

  

 
  
 

  
 

 

a plurality of user terminals r transmitting and receiving data over said multiple

access communication s stem;

at least one hub for transmi r ing and receiving data over said multiple access

communication system u and from said plurality of user terminals;

a forward communication link fr transmitting data from said at least one hub to said

plurality of user terminal '

a return communication link a :- ansmitting data from said plurality of user terminals

to said at least on ub said return communication link including a first

A
’V

second communicatior\\

communication mea s . smitting short bursty data in combination with

: .. s for continuous transmission of data;

switching means within said pl ality of user terminals for switching transmission

between said first comm nication means and said second communication

means in accordance with redefined criteria; and

ne hub adapted to receive data transmitted by said

plurality of terminals utiliing either said first communication means or said

second communication me ns.

  
 

e system according to claim 36, wherein each user terminal comprises means for

request to be sent over said return communications link in order to utilize said

polling each user t minal over said forward communication link as to whether said

transmission of data sho Id be switched to utilize said second communication means.
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ABSTRACT

The present invention is a return link for a satellite communication system. The

return link described herein is suitable for use in any type of communications network such as

networks used for Internet access purposes. The return link in combination with a forward

link forms a complete two way communication system via satellite. The return link

comprises two separate communication schemes used in combination to implement the return

link of the satellite system. The first communication scheme uses a random access method

based on a non synchronous frequency hopping code division multiple access technique

. (NS/FH/CDMA). The second communication scheme uses a channel assignment method

based on a frequency division multiple access (FDMA) technique. Data generated by a user

is transmitted utilizing one of the two communication schemes in accordance with the content

and amount of data generated. Messages requiring a relatively low transmission rate, such as

short bursty messages, utilize the random access transmission method. On the other hand,

messages requiring a higher transmission rate, such as video conferencing, utilize the charmel

assignment method.
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statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Title 18, United States Code, § 1001
and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any

patent issued thereon.

Full name of first inventor: Arie REICHMAN

Inventor's signature: Date: 6-///7?
Residence: 3 Bar llan Street Kfar Saba 44378 Israel 

Post Office Address: Same Citizenship Israeli

Full name of second inventor: Shaul LAUFER

Inventor's signature: Date: M-“A 7' 9‘;

Residence: 7 Onkelus Street Tel Aviv 62916 Israel 

Post Office Address: Same Citizenship Israeli

 



 

Full name of third inventor: Avi BARDA

Inventor's signature:  _ Date: 6 -///-92'

Residence: 56 Magdiel Drive, Hod Hasharon 45342, Israel

Post Office Address: Same Citizenship Israeli

Full name of fourth inventor: Sorin GOLDENBERG

Inventor's signature: ">// Date: 6 ‘ M‘ 97'

Residence: 39 Shimoni Street Jerusalem 92623 Israel 

Post Office Address: Same Citizenship Israeli
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, ‘S MAIL CERTIFICATE013E$e abel No. $75 9 5 8:5 E% cer fy at, on the date indicated above I
deposited this paper or fee with the U.S. Postal Service
and that it was addressed for delivery to the Commissioner
of Patents & Trademarks, Washington, DCV20231 by "Express
Mail Post Offic Addressee" service.

PLEASE CHARGE ANY DEFICIENCY UP TO $300.00
OR CREDIT ANY EXCESS IN FUTURE FEES DUE
WITH RESPECT TO THIS APPLICATION TO OUR
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NO. 04-0100

._2).8 ck‘ Q

 

Name (Print) Signature

DARBY & DARBY P.C.
805 Third Avenue

New York. New York 10022
212-527-7700

File No: 0866/OD811

Date: November 14, 1997

Hon. Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

Enclosed please find an application for United States patent as identified below:

lnventorzs (name flilginventorsl: Arie REICHMAN, Shaul LAUFER, Avi BARDA and
Sorin GOLDENBERG

_it_|e: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

including the items indicated:

1. Specification and g claims: _3_ indep.; 4_2__ dep.; __Q multiple dep.

2. [X] Declaration and power of attorney

3. [X] Formal drawings, _1__§ sheet(s) (Fig(s). 1-14)

4. IX] Check in the amount of $1 ,340.00, ($1,340.00 filing; _$_Q recording)

(See attached Fee Computation Sheet)

 



 

5. [X] Preliminary Amendment

Respectfully submitted,

   . Peter L ig

Reg. No. 25,351

Attorney for AppIicant(s)
(D&DFormslPTO-1)

 

 



 

 

 

PATENT

No. of Claims

Presented

Basic Fee

Design Application

Plant Application

Total Claims 45 — 20

Independent
Claims 3 — 3

Multiple Dependent Claims

File No.:

FEE COMPUTATION SHEET

Extra Claims

Previously
Paid For

X-
if so, add

Number of

Extra Claims

25 x $22.00

0 X $82.00

$270.00

Surcharge for late submission of filing fee and/or declaration
($130.00)

SUBTOTAL

[] Small Entity REDUCTION (Half of Subtotal)

Fee for recordation of assignment ($40.00)

Charge for filing non-English language application ($130.00)

TOTAL

M:\0866\0D81l\ECM7938

0866/0D8ll

Rate

$790.00

$550.00

$1340.00

$1340.00
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EXPRESS MAIL CERTIFICATE;‘

Date Label Noéfifi 5 8 6 E
I her by r ify that, on the date indicated
above I deposited this paper or fee with '/tfihe
U.S. Postal Service 5: that it was addressed_
for delivery to the Commissioner of Patents
& Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231 by "Express

Mail Post  o Addressee" s ice.Q E éck § ec/<3
Name (Print) igna ure

491

File No: 0866/ODSll

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Arie REICHMAN, Shaul LAUFER, Avi BARDAIn re Application of:
and Sorin GOLDENBERG

Serial No: To be Assigned

Filed: Concurrently Herewith

For: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

November 14, 1997

PRELIMINARY AMNDMNTO

Hon. Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

 

Washington, QC 20231

Sir:

Please amend the above~identified application, prior to

examination, as follows: W

In The Claims: ////////
Claim 28, line 1, change "claims" to --claim—-; and

delete “or 17“.

£057
//‘/30’

PATENT.

 

/\

%’

 



1 Claim 35f (New) The system according to claim ,

2

3

 

x’;‘.x3,’
‘K

 

\

3 Please add the following claims:
3..........M-

further comprising interface means for interfacing said at least

one hub to an external communications network.

50Clainxgflf (New) The system according to claim 357
wherein said external communications network comprises the

Internet.

32’ 0Claim 41. (New) The system according to clainééhfi
wherein said external communications network comprises a packet

switched telephone network (PSTN).

43?,

wherein said external communications network comprises an Inte-

Claim &2< (New) The system according to claim

grated Services Digital Network (ISDN).

36?Claim Age (New) The system according to claim.39,
wherein said external communications network comprises a Communi-

ty Antenna Television (CATV) network.

10

Claim . (New) The system according to claim.2€:

wherein said external communications network comprises a Digital

Subscriber Loop (xDSL).

 



 

935% JOClaim . (New) The system according to claim 2871-

Cl; wherein said external communications network comprises a Frame
CL

Kyjl Relay network.

REMARKS

I

2’
3 Claim 28 has been amended and claims 39-45 have been
\ added to eliminate multiple claim dependency.

Entry of this amendment is respectfully requested.

ctfully submitted,

f . __ A’
.46 . 4*

Reg. No. 25,351 _
Attorney for Applicant(s)

Re

f
f  
 
  

  
  

DARBY & DARBY P.C.

805 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10022
212-527-7700E

Es

‘»\___.._...,..—’-«-—-~ 

M: \0866\ODB11\ECM7 935
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PATENT APPLICATION SERIAL NO.
 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

FEE RECORD SHEET

01/27/1998 JQRTIS 00000031 00970928
01 FC:101 790.00 GP
03 FC:103 550.00 DP

PTO-1556

(5/87)
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this paper and every
paper referred to therein as being enclosed
is being deposited with the US. Postal Service
as first class mail, postage prepaid, in

‘an envelope addressed to: Commissioner of

 
Paten &Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231,

&Date of Depositl

File No.: 0866/OD811

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of:

ARIE REICHMAN et al.

.1 ‘_'

J 5J

Serial No.: 08/970,922 Group Art Unit: 2782

Filed: November 14, 1997

For: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

A4"

REQUEST FOR CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT ;“'”»1

Hon. Commissioner of Patents _ kg in“
and Trademarks E}; C” {:3

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

A Filing Receipt (copy attached) for the above captioned application

has been received by Applicant's attorney. Upon review of this document it was

noticed that an error occurred in it. The Patent Office is respectfully requested to

make the correction indicated below and to issue a new and correct Filing Receipt.

 



 

The last inventor’s name is missing on the filing receipt. Please add

the fourth inventor’s name: SORIN GOLDENBERG, JERUSALEM, ISRAEL.

Respectfully submitted,

 
  

  
Dated: March 31, 1998

. Peter Lud

Reg. No. 25,351

Attorney for Applicantls)

DARBY & DARBY P.C.

805 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10022

212-527-7700

 



 

PTO- 103x UNITED STATES . ARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(Rev. 8 _, Patent and Trademark Office

ASSISTANT SECEETARY AND ‘COMMISSIONER
OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington, D.C. 20231 ‘
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‘§;8/970,922 11/14/97 2782 $1,340.00 0866/O_D8ll 13 45 3
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FILING HEEEEIPT  
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RBY & DARBY

N 5 THIRD AVENUE

1 W YORK NY 10022

96/9Il/iii IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Receipt is acknowledged of this nonprovisionai Patent Application. It will be considered in its order and you will be notified as to the
results of the examination. Be sure to provide the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE, NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF
INVENTION when inquiring about this application. Fees transmitted. by check or draft are subject to collection. Please verify the accuracy
of the data presented on this receipt. it an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please write to the Application Processing Division‘:
Customer Correction Branch within 10 days of receipt. Please provide a copy of the Filing Receipt with the changes noted thereon.

A i' t) '
p'"°a"(s TARIE REICHMAN, KFAR SABA, ISRAEL; SHAUL LAUFER,

- TEL AVIV, ISRAEL; AvI BARDA, HOD HASHARON, ‘ISRAEL,

SOB//V é.oL)4:—A/B5/€.<, 7€.a<.SALz;M (I915/F51, ‘

TITLE

REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

PRELIMINARY CLASS: «395
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

l hereby certify that this paper and every
paper referred to therein as being enclosed

is being deposited with the U.S. Postal Service ; 9!‘ I V
as first class mail, postage prepaid, in Jr. ‘ '5
an envelope addressed to: Commissioner of /9%)
Patents Trademarks, Wasywgtoyfigz 31, i 0,69’,

\

 l6ateof Deposit) éé“
,6 0,. 0'

/”

542. 9/ WC ‘roe ~&od,
te Name )

00
File No.: 0866/OD811

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

in re application of:

Arie REICHMAN et al.

Serial No.: 08/970,922 Group Art Unit:2733

Filed: November 14, 1997 Examiner:

For: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

REQUEST FOR CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Attn.: Application Processing Division
Customer Correction Branch

Sir:

A Filing Receipt (copy attached) for the above captioned application has

been received by Applicant's attorney. Upon review of this document it was noticed

 



 

that an error occurred in it. The Patent Office is respectfully requested to make the

correction indicated below and to issue a new and correct Filing Receipt.

Small entity status has been claimed. Please add to the filing receipt

--* SMALL ENTITY *-—.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: September 24, ‘I998
. Peter L wig

Reg. No.25, 351

Attorney for Applicantlsl

DARBY & DARBY P.C.

805 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10022

212-527-7700

(D&DForms/PTO-23)

M uR\FoRI/Islnllnsm

 



PTO-103x
(Rev. 8-95)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Patent and Trademark Office

ASSISTANT SECRETARY AND COMMISSIONER

OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington, D.C. 20231

HUNGRECEPT

CORRECTED

DARBY & DARBY

805 THIRD AVENUE

NEW YORK NY 10022

Receipt ls acknowiedged of this nonprovisional Patent Application. It_ will be considered in its order and you will be notified as to the
results of the examination. Be sure to provide the US. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE, NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF
INVENTION when inquiring about this application. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.» Please verify the accuracy
of the daia presented on this receipt. if -an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, pieese write to tne Appiicetion Processing Division’:
Customer Correction Branch within 10 day: of receipt. Please provide a copy of the Filing Receipt with the changes noted thereon.

A r ti) ‘ .5 A» . m I
ppm" S ARIE REICHMAN, KFAR SABA, ISRAEL; SHAUL LAUFER,

TEL AVIV, ISRAEL; AVI BARDA, HOD HASHARON, ISRAEL; SORIN'
GOLDENERG,’JERUSALEM,‘ISRAEL;

*.smn4»ii €;v1‘\T‘{ "‘"

TITLE ., ', . A ,

REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

PRELIMINARY CLASS: 370



I hereby certify that this paper and every
paper referred to therein as being enclosed
is being deposited with the U.S. Postal
Service as first class mail, postage prepaid.
in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner of

Faten and T demarks, Wa ' on, DC. 20231,
(Date of Deposit)

%Date Name

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:
:2335.» :32:

Arie REICHMAN et al. 53 g {Jig
"U - m

Serial No: 08/970,922 Art Group Unit: 2782 3 °"‘ 33:
8 5 E3‘

Filed: November 14, 1997

For: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Sir:

In order to comply with discretionary regulations 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98,

attachedhereto is Form PTO-1449, and copies1 of the documents listed thereon. These

 

‘To the extent that a document is listed and no copy of same is attached, then such document is not at the

present time available to the undersigned or is available in the file of a parent application. If a listed document
is not in the English language and an English translation is readily available, such translation is also attached; if
translation is not attached it is not readily available to the undersigned. If a foreign language patent document is

cited, and an English language equivalent is known to the undersigned, then such equivalent patent is also cited
on the attached form along with the corresponding foreign language patent and a connecting arrow indicated
therebetween; if no such English language equivalent is cited, then none is known to the undersigned.

  

 



 

documents contain information which the Examiner may consider to be important in deciding

whether to allow the present application to issue as a patent.

In accordance with MPEP Sections 609 and 707.05(b), it is requested that each

document cited (including any cited in applicant’s specification which is not repeated on the

attached Fonn PTO—l449) be given thorough consideration and that it be cited of record in

the prosecution history of the present application by initialing on Form PTO—1449. Such

initialing is requested even if the Examiner does not consider a cited document to be

sufficiently pertinent to use in a rejection, or otherwise does not consider it to be prior art

for any reason, or even if the Examiner does not believe that the guidelines for citation have

been fully complied with. This is requested so that each document becomes listed on the

face of the patent issuing on the present application.

The present Disclosure Statement is being submitted in compliance with 37

CFR 1.56 insofar as an Examiner might consider any of the cited documents important in

deciding whether to allow the application to issue as a patent, but the citation of each

document is not to be construed as an admission that such document is necessarily relevant

or prior art. No representation is intended that the cited documents represent the results of a

complete search, and it is anticipated that the Examiner, in the normal course of

examination, will make an independent search and will determine the best prior art consistent

with 37 CFR 1.l04(a) and l.l06(b) and, in the course of each search, will review for

relevance every document cited on the attached form even if not initialed.

 



Early and favorable consideration is earnestly solicited.

Res ectfully submitted,

 
eter Ludwi

Registration No. 25,351

Attorney for Applicant(s)

DARBY & DARBY P.C.

805 Third Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10022

(212) 527-7700
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J.L Massey, “Some New Approaches To Random - Access'Communications , “Reprinted from Performance ' 87, pp. 551-569,1988 ‘
I’.J . Courtois and G.Latouche, Eds. New York: Elsevier Science , I988,pp.354-368.  

 
 

J.L Massey and P. Mathys, “ The Collision Channel Without Feedback,” IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory , Vol. 1Tt_=3l,pp.l92-204,
March 1985. I ‘

N. Abramson , “Multiple Access in Wireless Digital Networks ,” Proceedings of the IEEE. Vol. 82 No. 9 Sep . 1994 pp. 1360-1370.
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N. 'Ahranison,”'VSAT Data Networks,” in Proc. IEEE. Vol. 78; No. 7, July 1990, p’p.l267-1274.

M.B.Pursley , “Frequency - Hop Transmission for Satellite Packet Switching and Terrestrial Packet Radio Networks;’’ IEEE I
Transactions on lnforrnation Theory, Vol. IT-32 , No 5, Sep. 1986, pp 652-667

K.Yang . and G. L. Stuber , “ Throughput Analysis Of The Slotted Frequency -Hop Multiple-Access Network," IEEE Journal on
Selected Areas in Communications . Vol . 8 . No. 4, May 1990.,pp 588-601. . 3 is
S. W. Kim and W. Stark , “ Optimum Rate Reed - Solomon Codes For Frequency Hopped Spread Spectrum Multiple Access
Communication Systems.“ IEEE Transactions on Communications , Vol. 37, No2 Feb. I989, pp 138-144.

ll

Amir M. Y. Bigloo, T. A Gulliver and V.K. Bhargava , “A Slotted Frequency -Hopped Multiple-Access Network with Packet
Combining ,” IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, Vol. 14, No. 9 , Dec. 1996,pp 1859-1865.

ETS 300 421 " Digital Broadcasting Systems for Television, Sound and Data Services; Framing Structure , Channel Coding and
Modulation for 11/12 GHz Satellite Services" December , 1994 pp 1003-1011.

S. B. Wicker V. K. Bhargava,“ Reed Solomon Codes and Their Applications ",ehapter 6 IEEE Press, 1992.

S. Laufer and J. Snyders, “ Feedforward Multiple Access Satellite Communications, “ IEEE Journal On Selected Areas In
Communications, Vol. 10, No.6 , Aug . 1992. 
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I hereby certifythat this paper and every
paper referred to therein as being enclosed
is being deposited with the U.S. Postal Service
as first class mail, postage prepaid, in

an envelope addressed to: Commissioner of gm

::ten s & Trademaks, V&sé(iE¥t;n(,)fD[:2ep2:s2:'l, A -.*--~:PR 2
 CI g % . Q 5 OFFICE OF 3 I998

Name \fc*~s

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: ~ _ <53
._ Ax, “::”T'\

ARIE REICHMAN et al. cg; »'-
-, ¢_,.,» \ ' (L

‘ ‘"0 ‘F’ "3:'\

Serial No.: 08/970,922 Group Art Unit: 2782 ‘Q5 If;
. 0 *3’

Filed: November 14, 1997 O

For: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

SUBMISSION OF SMALL ENTITY (37 CFR_1.28IaII

Hon. Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington, DC 20231

Attn: Refund Section/Accounting Division

Office of Finance

Sir:

The applicant in the above—identified patent application hereby submits

a statement claiming small entity status.

 



 

Please credit any refund to Deposit Account No. 04-0100 in the name

of DARBY & DARBY P.C.

Re tfully submitted,

/ 
 
  Dated: April 15, 1998 .

8. Peter Lud~~w'

Reg. No. 25,351

Attorney for App|icant(s)

DARBY & DARBY P.C.

805 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10022

212-527-7700

M:\O866\0D81 1\BKM‘| 359

 



 

 
Docket No. 0866/(lD811

In re the Application or Patent of: Arie REICHMAN, Shaul LAUFER, Avi BARDA
and Sorin GOLDENBERG

Serial or Patent No: 08/970,922 Filed: or Issued: Novemberf 14, 1997

For: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

VERIFIED STATEMENT CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY STATUS

SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN ' 

I hereby declare that I am

[ ] the owner of the small business concern identified below:

X - an official of the small business concern empowered to act on behalf of the
concern identified below:

NAME OF CONCERN: SHIRON SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (1996) LTD.

ADDRESS OF CONCERN: 14 Kiryat Sefer Street, Tel Aviv, Israel 65277 '

I herebydeclare that the above identified small business ‘concern qualifies as a small business
concern as defined in 13 CFR 121.12 and in 37 CFR 1.9(d)., for purposes of paying reduced

fees to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, in that the number of employees of

the concern, including those of its affiliates, does not exceed 500 persons.

Definitions: For purposes of this statement, (1) the number of employees of the
business concern is the average over the previous fiscal year of the concern of the per-

sons employed on a full-time, part-time or temporary basis during each of the pay

periods of the fiscal year, and (2) concerns are affiliates of each other when either,
directly or indirectly, one concern controls or has the power to control the other, or
a third party or parties controls or has the power to control both.

I hereby declare that rights under contract or law have been conveyed to and remain with the
small business concern identified above with regard to the invention entitled REVERSE LINK

FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK, by. inventor(s) Arie REICHMAN

Shaul LAUFER Avi BARDA and Sorin GOLDENBERG described in

 

 

[] the specification filed herewith

[X] application Serial No. 08/970,922, filed November 14, 1997

[] Patent No. , issued .

If the rights held by the above identified small business concern are not exclusive, each
individual, concern or organization having rights to the invention is listed below‘ and no



 

rights to the invention are held by any person, other than the inventor, who could not qualify
as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9(c) if that person made the invention, or by any
concern which would not qualify as a small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d), or a

nonprofit organization under 37 CFR l.9(e).

*NOTE: Separate verified statements are requiredfrom each named person, concern or organization having

rights to the invention averring to their status as small entitled (37 C.F.R. 1.27)

NAME:

ADDRESS:

[ ] INDIVIDUAL [ ] SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN [ ] NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

NAME:

ADDRESS:

[ ] INDIVIDUAL [ ] SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN [ ] NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this'ap‘pIi:_:at:i-on or patent, notification of any change in
status resulting in loss of entitlement to small entity status prior to paying, or at the time of
paying, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the date on which status
as a small entity is no longer appropriate. (.37 CFR. §l..28(b))

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statement and the like so made

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United
States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application, any patent issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified statement is
directed.

‘-ii NAME 01: PERSON SIGNING: /9 /3216 ‘Q E 3 CH H/W
TITLE OF PERSON (IF OTHER THAN OWNER): C T O
ADDRESS OF PERSON SIGNING: 9.) “I3-AR Iutu S1‘; , Kr/M. §;4t3/‘l- 4 "1 3 75? 'I5;g,-451

SIGNATURE: -/GA/IQ 70*‘ ‘30W’U‘”-\ DATE: Se» ,5. 9'1

SMALL BUSINESS REV. (Via PTO) 7/12/89

M:\O866\0D8l l\ECM8419



 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this paper and every
paper referred to therein as being enclosed
is being deposited with the U.S. Postal Service
as first class mail, postage prepaid, in
an envelope addressed to: Commissioner of
Pate s & Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231,

on  (Dateof Deposit)
21'}!Date me

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE MAR I999

 

In re application of: L-Emil“ 97”?-I

Arie REICHMAN

Serial No.: 08/970,922 Group Art Unit: 2733

Filed: November 14, 1997 Examiner: NOT YET ASSIGNED

For: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

REQUEST FOR CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Attn.: Application Processing Division

Customer Correction Branch

Sir:

A Filing Receipt (copy attached) for the above captioned application has

been received by Applicant's attorney. Upon review of this document it was noticed

that an error occurred in it. The Patent Office is respectfully requested to make the

 



 

correction indicated below and to issue a new and correct Filing Receipt.

In the Applicantls) section the last name “GOLDENERG" of the four

inventor is incorrect. The correct spelling should be —GOLDENBERG—.

MAR 02 1999

Grown 52700

 

Respectfully submitted,

 

 
 
  

Dated: January 28, 1999

. eter LUdWl ‘

Reg. No. 25,351

Attorney for App|icant(s)

DARBY & DARBY P.C.

805 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10022

212-527-7700

(D&DForms/PTO-23)
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UNITED STATL )EPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

3° 22% Patent and Trademark Office
'3 "‘ ASSISTANT SECRETARY AND COMMISSIONER

 
 
 

 

FILING RECEIPT

CORRECTED 2 —.~ g or PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
2’ 3. 0, .4” Washington, D.C. 20231

<° 47"

APPLICATION NUMBER GRP ART UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. DRWGS TOT CL IND CL

08/970,922 11/14/97 2733 $1,340.00 0866/OD811 13 45 3

DARBY & DARBY

805 THIRD AVENUE

NEW YORK NY 10022

 

  
 

Group 2700

Receipt is acknowledged of this nonprovisional Patent Application. it will be considered in its order and you will be notified as to the
results of the examination. Be sure to provide the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILINGIDATE, NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF
INVENTION when inquiring about this application. Fae: transmitted by ::hc::!< or draft are subiect to cc!Iec:icr.. Please verify the accuracy
of the data presented on this receipt. if an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, pieese write to the Application Proceeeing Division's
Customer Correction Branch within 10 days of receipt. Please provide a copy of the Filing Receipt with the changes noted thereon,

Applicantisi

ARIE REICHMAN, KFAR SABA, ISRAEL; SHAUL LAUFER,

TEL AVIV, ISRAEL; AVI BARDA, HOD HASHARON, ISRAEL; SORIN'
 G, JERUSALEM, ISRAEL.

Gm new $92!;

TITLE

REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

PRELIMINARY CLASS: 370

DATA ENTRY BY: RORIE, DEANNA TEAM: 03 DATE: 12/15/98

(see reverse)

 



EEEAsE RETURN EASE m OHPE,
iMMEmA'rEm

_ 3 ’I “T y __ Requested by: 7? egg £5: 1
DATE: M‘

FROM: CUSTOMER CORRECTIONS -

OFFICE OF INITIAL PATENT EXAMINATION

CHARGE TO LOCATION 0380

sun]: APPLICATION FILE IS NEEDED “AR 02 '9” -
FOR CORRECTION/UPDATE gmm 2°7G0

GROUP ART UNIT: A c9» 73 2

APPLICATION NUMBER Q E2 9%?glee is needed I
immediately for correction.

Please attach this form to the above application and return it to

the Office of Initial Patent Examination, Customer Corrections
CP 2-6C17. ‘ I

If you are unable to locate the application or have a question,
please call me at 308-1202..

Thank you for your assistance.

Dora Stroud

Supervisor

 PLEASE RETURN CASE T0 OIIIPE,
IMMEDIATELY!

Employee # 7&3/aV I Nameb, fl0(/‘€ Team
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DATE MAILED: .- 4~ .-§~ -~

Please find below and/or attached an Oflice communication concerning this application or

proceeding.

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

PTO-90C (Rev. 2/95) 1- File Copy

U,S. G.P.0. 2000; 465-188125266

 



Application No.

08I970,922 Reichman et al

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
E Responsive to communication(s) filed on A r15 1998

S This action is FINAL.

3 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed
in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Qua,W935 C.D. 11; 453 O.G. 213.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 3 month(s), or thirty days, whichever is

longer, from the mailing date of this communication. Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the
application to become abandoned. (35 U.S.C. § 133). Extensions of time may be obtained underthe provisions of
37 CFR ‘l.‘l36(a).

Disposition of Claim

{)3 Claim(s) 1-45 is/are pending in the applicat

Of the above, claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration

X Claim(s) 17-35 and 39-45 is/are allowed.

E Claim(s) 1-4 6 10 11 14 and 36 is/are rejected.

Claim(s) 5 7-9 12 13 15 16 37 and 38 is/are objected to.

Claims are subject to restriction or election requirement.

Application Papers

See the attached Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO—948.

I] The drawing(s) filed on is/are objected to by the Examiner.

The proposed drawing correction, filed on is D approved [disapproved

The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119( )-(d).

3 All [:Bome* [N_]cne of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been

flj received.

,: received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number) .

_ received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

*Certified copies not received:

5] Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 1‘l9( ).

Attachment(s)

=_. Notice of References Cited, PTO-892

Information Disclosure Statementjs), PTO-1449, Paper No( ).

I 1 Interview Summary, PTO-413
= Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948

I v Notice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-152

-- SEE OFFICE ACTION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES ---

U. S. Patent and Trademark Office
5

PTO-326 (Rev. 9-95) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No.

 



 

Application/Control Number: 08/970,922 Page 2

Art Unit: 2733

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 US. C. § 103

1. A The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in section

102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the

subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary

skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.

2. Claims 1-4, 6, 10-11 and 36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 (a) as being unpatentable over

Lev et al (USP 5,729,544).

Regarding claim 1-2, 1 1, 36, Lev et al teaches a multiple access communication system

comprising a plurality ofuser terminals (terminals 323) at least one hub (combination of 305, 309 and

31 l), transmitter means (317) within each user terminal, having first communication means (packer

switched transceiver) and second communication means for continuous transmission of data (circuit-

switched transceiver), switching means (see the selection between packet transmission and circuit

switched transmission, and receiving means (transceiver 309 and 311) in the hub for receiving data

transmitted by the terminals. Although Lev does not explicitly describes the transmission from the

terminals to the hub, it would have been apparent to one skilled in the art that Lev’s system would

also conduct transmission from the terminals to the hub since communications unit 309, 31 1, 319 and

321 are transceiver units which are designed for both transmission and reception. The bidirectional

indication of air channels 313 and 314 also strong suggests that transceiver units 319 and 321 of the

 



 

Application/Control Number: 08/970,922 Page 3

Art Unit: 2733

terminal also transmits signals to transceiver units 319 and 321 of the hub. Thus, it would have been

obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention was made to apply Lev’s suggestion of

transmitting data from the terminals to the hub to modify Lev’s system to transmit data from the

terminal to the hub with the motivation being to enable communications from the terminals to the hub.

Regarding claim 3, since frequency hopping CDMA is well known in the art for its ability to

increase bandwidth capacity while reducing interference, it would have been obvious to one skilled

in the art at the time the invention was made to utilize frequency hopping CDMA in Lev’s system to

transmit data from the terminal to the hub in the packet switching mode with the motivation being

to increase bandwidth capacity while reducing interference.

Regarding claim 4, since FDMA is well known in the art for its ability to increase bandwidth

capacity, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention was made to

utilize FDMA in Lev’s system to transmit data from the terminal to the hub in the circuit switching

mode with the motivation being to increase bandwidth capacity.

Regarding claims 6 and 10, Lev teaches that the switching between the two mode is decided

based on the type of the data source.

3. Claim 14 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Lev et al (USP

5,729,544) in view of Zheng (USP 5,392,280). Lev differs from the claim in that Lev does not teach

the switching from the first transmission mode to the second transmission mode in response to the

absence of the data that need to be transmitted using the first mode. However such teaching is taught

 



 

Application/Control Number: O8/970,922 Page 4

Art Unit: 2733

by Zheng. Specifically, Zheng teaches that additional asynchronous transmission is permitted when

empty queue of synchronous data is detected, i.e the system would switched from synchronous

transmission to asynchronous transmission when transmission queue of synchronous data is empty.

4. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. Wang teaches a hybrid system which allows both TDMA/FDMA and CDMA

transmissions.

5. Claims 5, 7-9, 12-13, 16-17 and 37-38 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected

base claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of

the base claim and any intervening claims.

6. Claims 17-35 and 39-45 are allowed.

Any response to this action should be mailed to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

or faxed to:

(703) 308-9051, (for formal communications intended for entry)

Or:

 



 

Application/Control Number: 08/970,922 Page 5

Art Unit: 2733

(703) 308-5403 (for informal or draft communications, please label

"PROPOSED" or "DRAFT")

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II, 2121 Crystal Drive,

Arlington. VA., Sixth Floor (Receptionist).

7. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Huy D. Vu whose telephone number is (703) 308-6602. The examiner can

normally be reached on Tuesday - Friday from 8:00 am. to 4:00 p.m. Theexaminer can also be

reached on alternate Wednesdays.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor,

Jason Chan, can be reached on (703) 305-4729.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-4700.

HUY D. vu __
PRll\.!lARY E?4AMiNt:Fé

 



Application No. Applicant(s)'m
08/970,922 Reichman et a!

Notice of References Cited Examine, Group An Unit
' Huy D. Vu Page 1 of 1

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

- DOCUMENT N0. DATE NAME cLAss SUBCLASS

A - ' 0 352   5,729,544 3/1998 37 

 
a ? 5,392,280 2/1995

5,850,392 12/1998

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

DOCUMENT NO. DATE COUNTRY NAME CLASS SUBCLASS

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

DOCUMENT (including Author. Title, source. and Pertinent Pages)

U. 8. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 9-95) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 5
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NOTICE OF DRAFTPERSON’S

PATENT DRAWING REVIEW

The drawing ft ed (insert date)

not objected to y the raftperson under 37 CFR 1.84 or 1.152.

. objected to by the Draftperson under 37 CFR 184 or 1.152 as indicated below. The Examiner will require submission of new, corrected
drawings whe necessary. Corrected drawings must be subrnittedaccording to the instructions on the back of this notice.

1. DRAWINGS. 37 CFR 184(21): Acceptable categories of drawingsi
Black ink. Color. V

Color drawing are not acceptable until petition is granted.

Fig.(s) _______ ‘
Pencil and non black ink is not permitted. Fig(s)

2. PHOTOGRAPHS. 37 CFR 1.84(b)

Photographs are not acceptable until petition is granted,

3 full-tone sets are required. Fig(s)

.___ Photographs not properly mounted (must brystol board or

photographic double-weight paper). Fig(s) - ’

Poor quailty (half-tone). Fig(s)

3. TYPE OF PAPER. 37 CFR 1.84(e)

Paper not flexible, strong, white and durable.

Fig.(s) .;
Erasures, alterations, overwritings, interlineations,

folds, copy machine marks not acceptable. (too thin)

Mylar, vellum paper is not acceptable (too thin).

Fig(s)______.__

4. SIZE OF PAPER. 37 CFR 1.84(F): Acceptable sizes:

21.0 cm by 29.7 cm (DIN size A4)

21.6 cm by 27.9 cm (8 1/2 x 11 inches)

All drawings sheets not the same size.

Sheet(s)____________ . ,

5. MARGINS. 37 CFR l8.4(g): Acceptable margins:

Top 2.5 cm Left 2.5 cm Right 1.5 cm Bottom 1.0 cm
SIZE: A4 Size ' ‘

T
SI

Top CT)

Right (R)

6. VIEWS. CFR 1.84(h) '

REMINDER: Specification may require revision to
correspond to drawing changes.

Views connected by projection lines or lead lines.

1=1g.(s)_____; ’

Partial views. 37 CFR l.84(h)(2)
Brackets needed to show figure as one entity.

Fig.(s)

Views not labeled separately or properly.

Fig.(s)___:____

Enlarged view not labeled separately or properly.

Fig.(s)

COMMENTS

REVIEWER " DATE TELEPHONE NO.
ATTACHMENT TO PAPER NO.__L:.__

PTO COPY *

7. SECTIONAL VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84(h)(3)

Hatching not indicated for sectional portions of an object.

Fig.(s)

Sectional designation should be noted with Arabic or

Roman numbers. Fig.(s)

8. ARRANGEMENT OF VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84(i)

Words do not appear on a horizontal, left-to-right fashion when
page is either upright or turned, so that the top becomes the right

side, except for graphs. Fig.(s)

Views not on the same plane on drawing sheet. Fig.(s)

9. SCALE. 37 CFR l.84(k)

Scale not «large enough to show mechansim with crowding
when drawing is reduced in size to two—thirds in reproduction.

. Fig.(s)_______._._

10. CHARACTER OF LINES, NUMBERS, &- LETTERS. 37 CFR 1.214(1)

Lines, numbers & letters not uniformly thick and well defined,
clean, durable and black (poor line quality).

Fig.(s) I
ILSHADING. 37 CFR l.84(m)

Solid black areas pale. Fig.(s)

Solid black shading not permitted. Fig.(s)

Shade lines, pale, rough and blurred. Fig.(s)

12. NUMBERS, LETTERS, & REFERENCE CHARACTERS.
37 CFR l.48(p)

Numbers and reference characters not plain and legible.

Fig.(s) I

Figure legends are poor. Fig.(s)
Numbers and reference characters not oriented in the same

direction as the view. 37 CFR 1.84(p)(3) Fig.(s)

Engligh alphabet not used. 37 CFR l.84(p)(3) Fig.(s)

Numbers, letters and reference characters must be at least

.32 cm (1/8 inch) in height. 37 CFR 1.84(p)(3) Fig.(s)

13.LEAD LINES. 37 CFR l.84(q)

Lead lines cross each other. Fig.(s)

Lead lines missing. Fig.(s)____;_____

l4.NUMBERING OF SHEETS OF DRAWINGS. 37 CFR l.48(t)

Sheets not numbered consecutively, and in Ababic numerals

"beginning with number 1. Fig.(s)

15. NUMBERING OF VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84(u)

Views not numbered consecutively, and in Abrabic numerals,

beginning with number 1. Fig.(s)

16. CORRECTIONS. 37 CFR l.84(w)

Corrections not made from PTO-948 dated

l7.DES1GN DRAWINGS. 37 CFR 1.152

I Surface shading shown not appropriate. Fig.(s)
___.._Solid black shading not used for color contrast.

Fig.(s)
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REMINDER

Drawing changes may also require changes in the specification, e.g., if

Fig. I is changed to Fig. IA, Fig. IB, Fig. IC, etc., the specification, at the

Brief Description of the Drawings, must likewise be changed. Please make

such changes by 37 CFR l.312 Amendment at the time of submitting

drawing changes.

INFORMATION ON HOW TO EFFECT DRAWING CHANGES

1. Correction of Informalities--37 CFR 1.85

File new drawings with the changes incorporated therein. The application number or the title of the invention,

inventor’s name, docket number (if any), and the name and telephone number of a person to call if the Office is

unable to match the drawings to the proper application, should be placed on the back of each sheet of drawings in

accordance with 37 CFR I .84(c). Applicant may delay filing of the new drawings until receipt of the Notice of

Allowability (PTOL-37). Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR l .136. The drawing

should be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal letter addressed to the Drawing Review Branch. -

2. Timing of Corrections

Applicant is required to submit acceptable corrected drawings within the three-month shortened statutory period set \

in the Notice of Allowability (PTOL—37). If a correction is determined to be unacceptable by the Office, applicant

must arrange to have acceptable correction resubmitted within the original three-month period to avoid the necessity
of obtaining as extension of time and paying the extension fee. Therefore, applicant shouldifile corrected drawings
as soon as possible. "

Failure to take corrective action within set (or extended) period will result in ABANDONMENT of the Application.

3. Corrections other than Informalities Noted by the Drawing Review Branch on the Form PTO 948

All changes to the drawings, other than informalities noted by the Drawing Review Branch, MUST be approved by
the examiner before the application will be allowed. No changes will be permitted to be made, other than correction

of informalities, unless the examiner has approved the proposed changes.
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ANY EXCESS IN THE FEES DUE WITH THIS DOCUMENT TO OUR
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NO. 04-0100

Docket No.: 0866/OD811

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Reichman et al.

Serial No.: 08/970,922 Group Art Unit: 2733
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For: REVERSE LINK FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICTION NETWORK
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Assistant Commissioner for Patents 73¢/mm 31705
Washington, DC 20231 0§7.I/Ce,,ter2
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Sir:

This is a petition to extend the time for filing a response to the Official

Action dated July 19, 2000, in the above-identified patent application.

The extensions of time indicated below are required and have not yet

been granted:

12/80/2000 000111 000000310397092E' __
01 FC:216 195.00 OP
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[1 fourth month, fee $500 ($1390) s 9500

[] fifth month, fee $500 ($1890) $

SUBTOTAL = $390.00

(if applicant is a ''small entity",

subtract half of subtotal) (Less) - $195.00

TOTAL $195.00

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any deficiency or credit any

excess in this fee to Deposit Account No. 04-0100.

Dated: NOVEMBER 27, 2000

DARBY & DARBY P.C.

805 Third Avenue

New York, NY

212-527-7700

10022
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AMENDMENT 00/0 . 8&3
W55 56/"

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 33:9;
Washington.‘ DC 20231 9600

Sir:

In response to the Official Action mailed July 19, 2000 kindly amend the

above identified application as follows:

In/thefllai s: /
. 2./10, 1 1, 14 and as without prejudice.

Please charge any fees associated with this paper to deposit Account No.

[please fill in]

Please cancel claims -4

__..._...—-

l . (Amended)
C

A multi le access communications s stem for use in a satellite

ommunication network com risin :

a luralit of user terminals for eneratin

 

 

 

 data to be transmitted over sai

multiple access communication system;

cl
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system from said gluraiijty of user terminals; I

 

tr.ans.mitte..d fr_o_m_sa_id_u 

including first communication means for transmitting short bursty data

in combination with second communication means for continuous

transmission of data;

switching means cougled to said transmitter means for switching transmission

between said first communication means and said second

communication means in accordance with gredefined criteria, and

receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to receive data

transmitted by said Qlurality of terminals utilizing either said first

communication means or said second communication means‘

[The system according to claim 1, ]wherein said receiver means comprises:

means for receiving data transmitted by said plurality of user terminals using

said first communication means, said first communication means

utilizing non synchronous frequency hopping code division multiple

access communications;

means for receiving data transmitted by said plurality of user terminals using

said second communication means, said second communication

means utilizing frequency division multiple access communications:
and

means for receiving preamble and synchronization message data transmitted

by said plurality of user terminals precedent to transmissions utilizing

said first communication means.

Oflfi./(Amended) A multi le access communications s stem for use in a satellite
communication network com risin :

a luralit of user terminals for eneratin data to be transmitted over said

multi le accesscommunication s stern‘

C at least one hub for receivin data over said multi le access communicationsystem fromlsaid Qluraiity of user terminals;



 

transmitter means within each user terminal for receivin data to be

transmitted from said user terminal to said hub said transmitter means

including first communication means for transmitting short bursty data

in combination with second communication means for continuous

transmission of data-

switching means cougled to said transmitter means for switching transmission

between said flrst communication means and said second

communication means in accordance with gredefined criteria, and

receiver means within said at least one hub adagted to receive data

transmitted by said glurality of terminals utilizing either said first

communication means or said second communication means‘

 

[the system according to claim 1, ]wherein said switching means comprises

means for switching from said first communication means to said

second communication means when the length of a message received

by said transmitter means exceeds a predetermined threshold.

‘§((Amended) A multiple access communications system for use in a
satellite communication network com risin :

a glurality of user terminals for generating data to be transmitted over said

multigle access communication system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multigle access communication

system from said giurality of user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving data to be

transmitted from said user terminal to said hub, said transmitter means

including first communication means for transmitting short burstx data

in combination with second communication means for continuous

transmission of data;

switching means cougled to said transmitter means for switching transmission

between said first communication means and said second

communicationnmeans in accordance with gredefined criteria, and
receiver means within said at least one hub adagted to receive data

transmitted by said gluralig of terminals utilizing either said first

communication means or said second communication means‘
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[The system according to claim 1, ]wherein said switching means Comprises

means for switching transmission from said first communication means

to said second communication means when a continuation flag in a

message received by said transmitter means is turned on.

I/’Q(Amended) A multi ie access communications a stem for use in a
satellite communication network com risin :

 

 

a glurality of user terminals for generating data to be transmitted over said

multigle access communication system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple access communication

system from said glurality of user terminals-

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving data to be

transmitted from said user terminal to said hub, said transmitter means

including first communication means for transmitting short bursty data

in combination with second communication means for continuous-

transmission of data;

switching means cougled to said transmitter means for switching transmission

between said first communication means and said second

communication means in accordance with gredefined criteria, and

receiver means within said at least one hub adagted to receive data

transmitted by said Qlurality of terminals utilizing either said first

communication means or said second communication means‘ 

[The system according to claimg '1, lwhereln said switching means comprises

means for switching transmission from said first communication means

to said second communication means when a user buffer containing a

plurality of messages to be sent via said transmitter means fills beyond

predetermined level.

(Amended) A multi le access communications s stem for use in a
S

 

 ateliite communication network com risin :

a luralit of user terminals for eneratin data to be transmitted over said 

multi le access communication s stem’ 
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at least one hub for receiving data over said multigle access communication

system from said glurality of user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving data to be

transmitted from said user terminal to said hub said transmitter means 

including first communication means for transmitting short bursty data

in combination with second communication means for continuous

transmission of data" 

switching means coupled to said transmitter means for switching transmission

between said first communication means and said second

communication means in accordance with Qredefined criteria, and

receiver means within said_ at least one hub adagted to receive data

transmitted by said gluralig of terminals utilizing either said first

communication means or said second communication means‘ 

[The system according to claim 1, ]wherein said switching means comprises

means for switching transmission from said second communication

means to said first communication means when the length of a

message received by said transmitter means fails to exceed a

predetermined threshold.

A multigle access communications system for use in a

satellite communication network, comgrising:

a glurality of user terminals for generating data to be transmitted over said

multigle access communication system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multigle access communication

system from said glurality of user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving data to be

transmitted from said user terminal to said hub said transmitter means 

includin first communication means for transmittin short burs data 

in combination with second communication means for continuous

transmission of data;

switchin means cou led to said transmitter means for switchin transmission

between said first means and said second

communication means in accordance with redefined criteria and

 

communication

 

 



 

receiver means within said at least one hub adagted to receive data

transmitted. bx_s._ai__pd

yb \ « communication means or said second communication means,"
W [The system according to claim 1. ]wherein said switching means comprises

means for switching transmission from said second communication

means to said first communication means when a continuation flag in a

message received by said transmitter means is turned off.
 

 

7)K(/Amended) A muitigle access communications system for use in a
satellite communication network comgrising:
 

a glurality of user terminals for generating data to be transmitted over said

rnultigie access communication system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multigle access communication

system from said gluralig of user terminals‘

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving data to be

transmitted from said user terminal to said hub said transmitter means 

including first communication means for transmitting short bursty data

in combination with second communication means for contiriuous

transmission of data- 

switching means cougled to said transmitter means for switching transmission

between said first communication means and said second

communication means in accordance with predefined criteria, and

receiver means within said at least one hub adagted to receive data

transmitted by said glurality of terminals utilizing either said first

communication means or said second communication means‘

[The system according to claim 1, ]wherein said switching means Comprises

 

means for switching transmission from said second communication

means to said first communication means when the software

application meeting a predetermined criteria that initiated a message to

be transmitted via said transmitter means ceases to generate message

data.

 

 



$36./(Amended) A multi

 

 le access communications s stem for use in a

atellite communication network comgrising:
 

a luralit of user terminals or eneratin data to be transmitted over said

multigle access communication system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multigle access communication

system from said plurality of user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving data to be

transmitted from said user terminal to said hub said transmitter means 

including first communication means for transmitting short bursty data

in combination with second communication means for continuous

transmission of data‘ 

switching means cougled to said transmitter means for switching transmission

between said first communication means and said second

communication means in accordance with gredefined criteria, and

receiver means within said at least one hub adagted to receive data

transmitted by said glurality of terminals utilizing either said first

communication means or said second communication means‘ 

[The system according to claim 1, ]wherein said at least one hub comprises

collision detection means for determining when two frequency hops

associated with two independent receivers are utilizing the same

frequency at the same time. thus improving decoding within said
receiver means. 

(Amended) A multigle access communications system for use in a
satellite communication network, comgrising:

a glurality of user terminals for transmitting and receiving data over said

multigle access communication system;

at least one hub for transmitting and receiving data over said multigle access

communications stem to and from said lurali

a forward com unication link for transmlttin

 of user terminals-

 ata from said at least one hub

to said luralit of user terminals- 

a return communication link for transmittin data from said

t

 luralit of user

erminals to said at least one hub said return communication link 

7
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including a first communication means for transmittin short burst

data in combinatiog with second communication means for continuous

transmission of data;

switching means within said glurality of user terminals for switching

transmission between said first communication means and said

second communication means in accordance with gredefined criteria‘

and

receiver means within said at least one hub adagted to receive data

transmitted by said glurality of termigals utilizing either said first

communication means or said second communication means,

[The system according to claim 36, ]wherein each user terminal comprises

means for generating a request to be sent over said return

communications link in order to utilize said second communicationE

means.

,387(Amended) A multiple access communications system for use in a

satellite communication network, comgrising:

a glurality of user terminals for transmitting and receiving data over said

multigle access communication system;

at least one hub for transmitting and receiving data over said multiple access

communication system to and from said glurality of user terminals;

a forward communication link for transmitting data from said at least one hub

to said Qlurality of user terminals;

a return communication link for transmitting data from said Qlurality of user

terminals to said at least one hub said return communication link 

including a first communication means for transmitting short burstv

data in combination with second communication means for continuous

transmission of data;

switching means within said glurality of user terminals for switching

transmission between said first communication means and said

second communication means in accordance with gredefined criteria;

and
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receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to receive data

transmitted by said glurality of terminals utilizing either said first

communication means or said second communication means,

[The system according to claim 36, ]wherein said at least one hub comprises

means for polling each user terminal over said forward communication

link as to whether said transmission of data should be switched to

utilize said second communication means.

 



 

REMARKS

Applicants have carefully studied the outstanding Office Action. The present

response is intended to be fully responsive to all points of rejection raised by the

Examiner and is believed to place the application in condition for allowance.

Favorable reconsideration and allowance of the application is respectfully requested.

Claims 1-45 are pending in the application. Claims 17 — 35 and 39 — 45 have

been allowed. Claims 1-4, 6, 10, 1 1, 14, and 39 have been rejected and have been

cancelled without prejudice. Claims 5, 7-9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 37 and 38 have been

objected to and have been amended.

Allowable Subject Matter

Applicants would like to thank the Examiner for the allowance of claims 17 —

35 and 39 — 45. Claim 17 is mentioned three times in the Office Action, of which

once it is objected to (page 4, section 5), and twice it is allowed (page 4, section 6

and in the Summary of the Office Action). In a telephone interview, Examiner Vu

stated that this claim is allowed.

Applicants also would like to thank the Examiner for the indication of

allowable subject matter in claims 5. 7-9, 12, 13. 15. 16, 37 and 38. Claims 5, 7-9,

12, 13, 15, 16, 37 and 38 were rewritten in independent form including all limitations

of the base claim and any intervening claims.

Claim Rejections

35 U.S.C. § 103(a) Rejections

Claims 1-4, 6, 10-11. 14 and 36 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103,

first paragraph, as being unpatentable over Lev et al (USP 5,729,544).

Claim 14 has been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103, first paragraph, as being

unpatentable over Lev et al (USP 5,729,544) in view of Zheng (USP 5,392,280).

Claims 1-4, 6, 10-11, 14 and 36 were cancelled without prejudice, thus the

rejection is now moot. in making this cancellation, Applicants do not surrender any
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Dated: December 12, 2000

 

subject matter and they believe that the remaining claims cover the invention in a

way as broad, thus creating no file wrapper estoppei. Applicants reserve all rights in

these claims to file divisional and/or continuation patent applications.

Applicant notes the Examiners citation of prior art to complete the record.

Should the Examiner have any question or comment-as to the form. content

or entry of this Amendment, the Examiner is requested to contact the undersigned at

the telephone number below. Similarly, if therevare any further issues yet to be

resolved to advance the prosecution of this application to issue, the Examiner is

requested to telephone the undersigned counsel.

in view of the foregoing amendments and remarks. the pending claims are

deemed to be allowable. Their favorable reconsideration and allowance is

respectfully requested.1

Res exctf lly subm/itted,

 
Attorney for Appiicantis)

DARBY & DARBY P.C.

805 Third Avenue

New York, NY

212-527-7700

10022
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Application No. App|icant(s)

08/970,922 Relchman et al

Notice ’ Examiner Group Art Unit
 Illllll

All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be mailed
in due course.

     
    

E This communication is responsive to amendment filed on December 15 2000

E The allowed claim(s) is/are 5 7-9 12 13 15-35 & 37-45 renumbered as 1~36 res ectivel

C] The drawings filed on are acceptable.

[1 Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-( ).

C All l:lSome* [lfllone of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been

:] received.

: received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number) .

_ received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

*Certified copies not received:

E] Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 USC. § 119( ).

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE
THREE MONTI-FSQOM THE "DATE MAlLED" of this Office action. Failure to timely comply will result in
ABANDONMENT of this application. Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.’l36(a).

Q Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION, PTO-152, which discloses that
the oath or declaration is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED.

E Applicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS

:1 because the originally filed drawings were declared by applicant to be informal.

XI including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO—948, attached hereto or to
Paper No. . 5 .

:1 including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed on , which has been
approved by the examiner.

Q including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment/Comment.

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see.37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the reverse side of
the drawings. The drawings should be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal Iettter addressed to the Official
Draftsperson.

I] Note the attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Any response to this letter should include, in the upper right hand corner, the APPLICATION NUMBER (SERIES
CODE/SERIAL NUMBER). If applicant has received a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due, the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER
and DATE of the NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE should also be included.

Attachment(s)

: Notice of References Cited, PTO-892

"T Information Disclosure Statement(s), PTO-‘I449, Paper Nois).

I: Notice of Draftsperson‘s Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948

3 Notice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-152

O Interview Summary, PTO-413

T‘ Examiner's Amendment/Comment

E Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit of Biological Material HUY D_ V”

”_‘l Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance PRIMARY EXAMINER' ART UNIT 2663

U. 8. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-37 (Rev. 9-95) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No. 8
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TTACHMENT TO AND MODIFICATION OF
NOTICE 0FALLOWABIL1TY(PTO-37)

(November, 2000)

NO EXTENSIONS OF THVIE ARE PERMITTED TO FILE

CORRECTED OR FORMAL DIRAWWNGS, OR A SUBSTITUTE

OATH OR DECLARATION, notwithstanding any ittdicatiott to the

contrary in the attached Notice/of Allowability (PTO-3 7').

lfthe following language appears on the attached Notice of All0\\z1l)ll1l}', the

portion lined through below is of no force and effect and is to be ignored‘:

A SHORTENED STA_TUl'ORY PERIOD FOR RliS|’ONSli 10 cottipl\ with the retittirctttcttts ttolcd hcstm is set to

EXPIRE THREE MONTHS FROM THE “DATE MAll.lf-Ll)" 01‘ this Otlice actir-:'. iftilure to cotithlx \\1ll result I11

ABANDONMI-INT of this application  m -4lw;t«avmuHHw4M#%H%w4—

Similar language appearing in any attachments to the Notice oi’/Xllowability,
such as in an Examiner’s Amendment/Comment or in a Notice of

Drafiperson’s Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948, is also to be ignored.

‘ The language which is crossed out is contrary to amended 37 CFR 1.85(c) and 1136. See "Changes 10
Implement the Patent Business Goals", 65 Fed. Reg. 5460}. S4629. S4641. 54670. 54674 (September 8.

2000), 1238 0}]? Gaz. Par. Oflice 77,99, 110, 135, 139 (September 19. 2000).
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' UNITED STATES DE , TMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademar ‘ Office

.._& 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND ISSUE FEE. DUE _ -

wMu2:n1u3

cnhav & pansy

ans THIRD AVENUE

NEN YORK NY 1Ufl22

APPLICATION NO. A FILING DATE‘ TOTAL CLAIMS EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNIT ‘ DATE MAILED

IZIEI/'§5*'7lIl ;. 1 1 /’ I :1/‘F97 23" . . . ' U1 __/[I:._‘:;‘I:;1

First Named l_i:—ZIIZ: 1 (I23) ‘IZ.IE’:i"‘ m M t:. ..
Applicant '

TITLE OF REVERSE L I I’\II~=.’. FCIFQ I-‘I £iI’3I"I"EZL.I_ I TE EIIL"lI\‘IIl'II_II\I I IIII’-H’ I (IN I\lE"I'I'JlIlI-"<I=§*
INVENTION

A‘|'|'Y'S DOCKET NO. CLASS-SUBCLASS . BATCH NO. . APPLN. TYPE - SMALL ENTITY DATE DUE

IIlE:f,€-6flZI[:I::”_~i 11 I3’.3"l'.I '-31 '9. IIIIIHII I-‘I13’ LIT IL I TV ‘ I}IlZl_ $ 1 Edi! .. |.'Jl.'I CI‘-1d,'l):3a/I:’ 1\ 
«

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED"AND, IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PA TENT."
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. ~ ' . \ \

. THE ISSUE FEE MUST BE PAID .WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF‘THIS NOTICE ORTHIS ' .' '

' APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STA TUTORY. PERIOD CANNOTBE EXTENDED.‘ - '5

HOW TO RESPOND TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your - If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
current SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is changed, pay twice the amount of the

FEE DUE shown above and notify the Patent and

Trademark Office of the change in status, or

B. If the status is the. same, pay the FEE DUE shown
above. '

A. Pay FEE DUE shown above, or

B. File verified statement of Small Entity‘ Status before, or with,

payment of 1/2 the FEE DUE shown above.

II. Part B-Issue Fee Transmittal should be completed and returned to-the Patentand Trademark Office (PTO) with your

ISSUE FEE. Even if the ISSUE FEE has already been paid by charge to deposit account, Part B Issue Fee Transmittal
should be completed and returned. If you are charging the ISSUE’ FEE to your deposit account, section.“4b" of Part . — - ‘
B-|ssue Fee Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. I ~

Ill. All communications regarding this application must give application number and batch number. » .. .

Please direct all communications prior to issuance to Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrar.y::~ A V - I

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing an applications filed on or after Dec. 12,‘ 1980 may require"payment of
- maintenance fees. It is patentee’s responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance

fees when due.

‘ PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE COPY _.

PTOL-85 (REV. 10-96) Approved for use through 06/30/99. (0651-0033) 'u_s_Gp0-_19gg_454_457;24sg1 I I
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Date Label No.2 9 8 5 0 3 uQLEASE CHARGE ANY DEFICIENCY UP TO $300.00 OR
I hereby certify that, on the date indicated abo e, this paper or . CREDIT ANY EXCESS IN THE FEES DUE WITH THIS DOCU-
fee was deposited with the U.S. Postal Service & that it was MENT TO OUR DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NO. 04-0100
addressed for delivery to the Assistant Commissioner for Pat-
ents, Washington, DC 20231 by "Express Mail Post Office to

ddressee" service. ‘ r 5
Name (Print) Signature '
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PATENT TRADEMARK OFFICE

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of: Reichman et al.

Serial No.: 08/970,922 Art Unit: 2663

Confirmation No.:

Filed: November 14, 1997 Examiner: Huy D. Vu

For: REVERSE LINK FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

Allowed: January 3, 2001 Batch No.: A18

SUBMISSION OF FORMAL DRAWINGS

Hon»-.~—Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

We have now procured and enclose herewith the formal drawings (13

sheets, Figures 1-14) for this application.

Dated: April 3, 2001  
Reg. No. 25,351

Attorney for App|icant(s)

DARBY & DARBY P.C.

805 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10022 I»

212-527-7700
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PATENT TRAD EMARK OFFICE

lN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

in re Application of: Reichman et al.

Serial No.: L08/970,922 Art Unit: 2663

Confirmation No.:

Filed: November 14, 1997 Examiner: Huy D. Vu

For: REVERSE LlNK FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

Allowed: January 3, 2001 Batch No.: A18- - - - ---.---.--—---—~-...—-—.._—-—--...—-.__

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF ASS|GNEE

Hon. Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington, DC 20231  
Attn.: Box lssue Fee

Sir:

lt is respectfully requested that the records of the U.S. Patent Office be

updated to show the current address of t as follows:
Name: SHIRON SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (1996) LTD.

Street Address: 23 Hasivim Street, Kiryat Matalon.

City, Country and Zip Code: Petach Tikva 49170. Israel

 



. r ART B—|SSUE FEE TRANSMITTAL E$
cdmplet andumail this form -gather with applicable tees, to: Boxhlssufi FEE

' Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 20231  

‘H37
muuuc ms is form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE. Blocks 1
through 4 should be completed where appropriate. All further correspondence including the issue Fee
Receipt. the Patent, advance orders and notification ot maintenance fees will be mailed to the current
correspondence address as indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1 , by (a)
specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS” for
maintenance fee notifications.
CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Legibiy mant-up with any corrections or use Block 1)

NMUE/fllflfl

Note: The certificate of mailing below can only be used for domestic
mailings of the issue Fee Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used
for any otheracco mpanylng papers. Each additional paper. such as an
assignment or formal drawing. must have its own ceniflcete of trialling.

certificate at Mailing
I hereby certliy that this issue Fee Transmittal is being deposited with
the United States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class
mail in an envelope addressed to the Box issue Fee address above on

  

[;r;C;l‘—‘;;[g\{ ,i§,_ '£';i;:1,fi-E;\{ the date indicated below.
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1. Change of correspondence address or indication oi “ Fee Address‘ (37 CFR 1.363). 2. Forprlnting on the patent iront page, list
Use of PTO iorm(s) and Customer Number are recommended. but not required. (1) the names of up to 3 registered patent 1 D5 my 5 Darml

attorneys or agents OR. altemativsly. (2)

C] Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence Address form "16 flame 0' 8 510919 Wm (having 35 8
PTO/53/122) anached_ member a registered attorney or agent) 2and the names of up to 2 registered patent
D “Fee Address’ indication (or'Fee Address” indication iorrn PTOISB/47) attached. attorneys or agents. if no name is listed. no

name will be printed. 3

Ai 5'1'GNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print ortype)
PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below. no assignee data will appear on the patent.
IN'Jys5'On of essignee data is only approplate when an assignment has been previously submitted to
tr -~ -TO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion of this form is NOT a subsititue for
filing an assignment. _ Ree1/Frame:
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE

SHIRON SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (1996) LTD.

4a. The following teas are enclosed (make check payable to Commissioner
of Patents and Trademarks):

E issue Fee

fit Advance Order - it of Copies 10

4b. The following fees or deficiency in these fees should be charged to:
 

 

(B) RESIDENCE: (CfTY & STATE on coumnvi DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NUMBER _

Petach Tikva , I Srael (ENCLOSE AN EXTRA copy OF THIS FORM)
Please check the appropriate asslgnee category indicated below (will not be printed on the patent) fig mus Fee
E] individual }§Zl colion or other private group entity C] government fl Advance order _ # of copies

The COMMISSIONER . fl’E_I ANDT- K5 is requested to apply the Issue Fee to the application identified above. . _
(Authorized Signatu -. 2 . I :S Pe ‘ . . 1: 0/ EXPRESS MAIL CEFITIFIC " 3 5 0

Dale fll Label Neg"NOTE; The issue Fee wnot beaoc ted fro anyone other than the applicant; a I glste - - attorney
or agent; or the assignee or other pa In int = est as shown by the records of the Patent and

 

ihereby - ~ - -
Trademark Office. ‘ ice was
Burden Hour Statement: This iorrn is estimated to take 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary addressed lot to the Assistant Commissioner in
depending on the needs of the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time required P3393» w353m910fl. 20231 by‘Express Mail Post
to complete this form should be sent to the Chief information Officer, Patent and Trademark t°Md’9§399 SGMOB.
Office. Washington. D.C. 20231. 00 NOT sane FEES on COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND FEES AND THIS FORM TO: Box issue Fee. Assistant Commissioner for Name mm .
Patents, Washington D.C. 20231 ( ) SW33“
Underthe Papenivork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection
of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

I TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEE

PTOL-85B (REV.10-96) Approved for use through 06/30/99. OMB D651—0033
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

Arie REICHMAN et al.

Serial No.: 08/970,922

Filed: November 14, 1997

For: Reverse Link For A

Satellite Communication

Network

Examiner: Huy Duy VU

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

C0’->00’-700-76:0’-7C0-760-760-7€0DCODCODCIO’->C0’-7003
Confirmation No.2

Patent No.:

Issued:

Group Art Unit:

Attorney Docket:

ASSERTION OF LARGE ENTITY STATUS

Sir:

3419

6,240,073

May 29, 2001

2663

25663

Applicants hereby assert that he is no longer entitled to Small Entity Status

and is a Large Entity.

Date: February 23, 2011

Respectfully submitted,

/Jason H. Rosenblun1/

Jason H. Rosenblum

Registration No. 56,437

Telephone: 718.246.8482

 



Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: ARIE REICHMAN

DARBY & DARBY

805 THIRD AVENUE

Correspondence Address: —

NEW YORK

US

m

Application Type. Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

 



Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter 25663_LBE_Assertion.pdf
7d8bf2I dfai 81 I331 742599e27a35I4200bI

aIb8d

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.

 



 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

Arie REICHMAN et al.

Serial No.: 08/970,922

Filed: November 14, 1997

For: Reverse Link For A

Satellite Communication

Network

Examiner: Huy Duy VU

Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 145 0

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

C0-760-7C0-VCUDCU-7C0-760-760-760-760-760-760360-7
Confirmation No.:

Patent No.:

Issued:

Group Art Unit:

Attorney Docket:

ASSERTION OF LARGE ENTITY STATUS

Sir:

3419

6,240,073

May 29, 2001

2663

25663

Applicants hereby assert that he is no longer entitled to Small Entity Status

and is a Large Entity.

Date: October 11, 2012

Respectfully submitted,

/Jason H. Rosenbluml

Jason H. Rosenblum

Registration No. 56,437

Telephone: 718.246.8482

 



Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: ARIE REICHMAN

DARBY & DARBY

805 THIRD AVENUE

Correspondence Address: —

NEW YORK

US

m

Application Type. Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

 



Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

25663LBEAssertionRe-

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter Filedom 1_OCt_2o12.pdf f0a285b380689a227fae9674096553f9de20
d762

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re Application of : Arie REICHMAN et a1

Serial No. : 08/970,922

Filed : November 14, 1997

Patent No. : 6,240,073

Issued : May 29, 2001

For : REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE

COMMUNICATION NETWORK

Attorney Docket No. : 25663

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

FEE ADDRESS INDICATION FORM

Sir:

Please recognize as the Fee Address under the provisions of

37 C.F.R. §1.363 the following address associated with Customer Number:

1 06330

in the following listed application for which the Issue Fee has been paid, or

patents:

I Patent No. : 6,240,073

Application No. : 08/970,922

Respectfully submitted,

Mason H. Rosenblum!

Jason H. Rosenblum

Registration No. 56,437

Telephone: 718.246.8482
Date: October 14, 2012

 



Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: ARIE REICHMAN

DARBY & DARBY

805 THIRD AVENUE

Correspondence Address: —

NEW YORK

US

m

Application Type. Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

 



Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.

 



IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

re Application of: § Confirmation No.: 3419
§

Arie REICHMAN et al. § Patent No.: 6,240,073
§

Serial No.: 08/970,922 § Issued: May 29, 2001
§

Filed: November 14, 1997 § Group Art Unit: 2663
§

For: REVERSE LINK FOR A § Attorney Docket: 0866/OD8ll
SATELLITE § (25663)

COMMUNICATION §

NETWORK §

§ E :6?

Examiner: I-luy Duy VU §

Mail Stop Maintenance Fee _. 3033
Commissioner for Patents N @353
P.O. Box 1450 ;_,g @230

l\)

REQUEST TO CORRECT ERROR IN SMALL BUSINESS ENTITY STATUS AN'ii
CHARGE ADDITIONAL FEE UNDER 37 C.F.R. §l.28(c)

Sir,

On September 27, 2012, Applicants mistakenly and unintentionally paid the third

Maintenance Fee as a Small Entity. In fact, Applicants were a Large Business Entity. This error

was caused in no small part by the USPTO indicating on the Fee due form that Small Entity

Maintenance Fees were due, despite Applicant having fileda change to Large Entity Status long

before the September 2012 payment.

The following table lists the previously paid Small Entity Fees and the Large Entity

amount that was due (based on current fees) and the deficiency.

DUE Fee Paid as SBE Current Fee for LBE
09/27/2012 Third

Maintenance Fee $2,365.00 $7,400.00 $5,035.00

Total Amount due for LBE $5,035.00

  
 
   
 

 

In view of the above, Applicants request that the Oifice charge an additional sum of

$5,035.00 to Deposit Account No. 50-1407 so as to rectify the discrepancy between Small
_ . _ 93/19/2614 DALLEH

Business Entity (SBE) Fees and Large Business Entity (LBE) Ffitizsn: 1599 wsgwame Sam? 6248873= .83 DA

Respectfully submitted,

/ Martin D. Moynihan I

Martin D. Moynihan

Registration No. 40,338

Date: March 11.2014

 



 

 

APPLICANT Arie REICHMAN et al

DOCKET NO. 25663

APPLICATION No.: 08/970,922

FILED I4-Nov'—I997

PATENT No. 5,240,073

ISSUED 29-May-2001

FOR : REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE

COMMUNICATION NETWORK

Receipt ofthe following papersis acknowledged by the
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REVERSE LINK FOR A SATELLITE

COMMUNICATION NETWORK

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to satellite com-
munications and more particularly relates to a satellite based
multiple access reverse communication link suitable for an
Internet access network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Currently, communication systems around the world are
growing rapidly due to the increasing need for data com-
munication bandwidth. In particular, satellite comn1ur1ica-
tion systems are currently experiencing rapid growth due to
growing customer demand for satellite based data commu-
nications. Most of the current demand and estimated future
demand will be for Internet and other network based data

communication applications. A major factor in these com-
munication systems is the bandwidth capacity demanded by
the user. Applications in widespread use today, such as video
conferencing, LAN/VVAN and document delivery require
high speed forward and return link data capacities.
Currently, however, these capabilities are not provided by
present day Internet via satellite systems.

It is currently estimated that there are approximately 13
million hosts and 16 million users on the Internet. The

growth rate has been approximately 10 million new users a
year for the past four years. At the same time, the number of
Intranets (Internet network protocols applied within an ,
enterprise or company for sharing information) are growing
at an even faster rate. Currently, accessing the Internet via
satellite has gained recognition as a fast and reliable solution
for fast Internet access. Currcnt commercially available
Internet via satellite solutions such as DirecPC are based on

an asymmetrical approach in which the data link to the user
is via satellite while the return link to the user is via

telephone lines using commercially available telephony
modems. The disadvantages of these asymmetrical systems
is outlined below.

The asymmetric approach via satellite, in which the user
receives data from the Internet via satellite, yet sends data to
the Internet via telephone lines, does not take advantage of
a major feature of satellite communications: wide area
coverage. The asymmetric link is based on a terrestrial
connection and therefore limits the ability of the fast con-
nection to the Internet to those places in which telephone
lines and Internet service providers are available and have
sufficient grade of service.

The data rate of asymmetric Internet via satellite com-
munication systems enables basically e-mail and browsing
applications only. This structure is mainly targeted to con-
sumer markets where the user is limited to sending data from
their home at relatively low speeds. There are, however,
many users such as small office/home office (SOHO) that
desire high speed data communications in both directions
yet cannot alford having dedicated lease lines for their
Internet connection. In the United States alone there are

approximately 3.5 million small businesses of which only
10% can justify an expensive leased line. Thus, there are a
large group of users looking for an on demand economical,
fast and reliable connection to the Internet with a grade of
service similar to that of a leased line.

Typical applications that require high data rates in both
directions include video conferencing, LAN/VVAN systems,
Internet applications, document delivery, audio applications
such as Internet Phone, commercial web sites, net gaming,

2

point of presence, terminal equipment, Net Meeting and
collaboration software. All the above mentioned applica-
tions are currently not adequately served by the currently
available asymmetric satellite communication solutions.

Spread spectrum communication systems have been used
in a variety of fields for some time now. In spread spectrum
communication systems, the bandwidth of the transmitted
signal is much greater than the bandwidth of the information
to be transmitted. The carrier signal in such systems is
modulated by a function that serves to widen or spread the
bandwidth of the signal for transmission. On the receive
side, signal is remapped or decoded into the original infor-
mation bandwidth to reproduce the desired output signal.

Spread spectrum systems can be categorized into direct
sequence systems, frequency hopping systems, time hop-
ping systems and hybrid systems which are combinations of
the above three.

In frequency hopping systems a carrier frequency is
shifted or hopped in discrete increments in a pattern dictated
by a predetermined code or sequence, e.g., a pseudo noise
sequence or code. The resulting consecutive and time
sequential frequency pattern is called a hopping pattern and
the duration of each hop frequency is called a chip. The
transmitted information is embedded in the codes or embed-

ded within each frequency in the carrier wave by a modu-
lation scheme such as PSK or FSK.

In reproducing the information signal of the receiver a
synchronization acquisition process is performed in which
the code pattern utilized by the receiver is synchronized with
the code pattern generated and used in the transmitter. Using
this, de-spreading and demodulation are performed on the
spread spectrum signal to extract the transmitted data. A
local reference signal is used that has a frequency corre-
sponding to the same code pattern used in the transmitter for
every chip. The received signal and the local reference are
mixed in order to perform a correlation or de-spreading
process for converting the spread spectrum signal into a
signal having a frequency bandwidth wide enough to extract
the data information. More information describing the
operation of spread spectrum systems can be found in
“Spread Spectrum Systems,” by R. C. Dixon published by
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1976.

Multiple user systems use multiple access techniques to
allow users to share resources such as time and frequency.
When the traffic from each user in the network is approxi-
mately steady it is possible to divide a single high capacity
multiple access channel into a plurality of smaller orthogo-
nal channels corresponding to individual user requirements.
This can be accomplished either on a frequency basis using
FDMA, on a time basis using TDMA or using CDMA. In
addition, various combinations of FDMA and TDMA can
also be used to minimize cost in large networks. FDMA and
TDMA techniques are suitable solutions as long the traffic
from each user is relatively stable. CDMA is a multiple
access technique which uses spread spectrum communica-
tions. CDMA communications can be synchronous if all
users are mutually synchronized in time.

TDMA communication systems are also known for pro-
viding multiple access. Theses systems partition the channel
time in a fixed predetermined manner. They are efficient
when the user population includes only a relatively small
number of users having high duty cycles. However, many
modern communication systems need to provide communi-
cation among interactive data terminals which operate in
low duty cycle burst modes. Thus, TDMA is not particularly
suited to this kind of communication.
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In the typical modern interactive network, however, the
traffic from individual terminals in the system varies as a
function of time due to random traffic demands by different
users at each terminal. In addition, the set of terminals active
in the network can vary from moment to moment. In such
systems it may be desirable to assign channel capacity to
users on demand by means of a demand assigned multiple
access (DAMA) architecture. In a DAMA system a separate
channel called the request channel is used by individual
users to request capacity as needed. The capacity can then be
allocated in response to requests by a central master con-
troller implemented by a common algorithm running in each
terminal.

ADAMA system however introduces additional overhead
into the multiple access channel due to the process of
requesting and assigning capacity. In addition, the demand
assignment process introduces a delay which can degrade
the performance under the channel.

In some DAMA networks the total number of potential
data terminals sharing the request channel is much larger
than the number of terminals active at any given point in
time. Thus, subdividing a DAMA request channel into
smaller fixed allocation sub channels is impractical. It is thus
necessary to design a request channel architecture based
upon a random access technique which allows for the
possibility of a small subset of active transmitters selected
from a much larger set of potential transmitters. Two random
access techniques are currently available for such applica-
tions which include ALOHA multiple access and CDMA.

The first data network to be based upon a random access
protocol was ALOHANET which went into operation
throughout the state of Hawaii in 1970. The ALOHA system
was the first random access multi—point packet data com-
munication system. The system uses a single radio channel
shared by plurality of stations or data terminals. When a
station generates a packet, the ALOHA system transmits the
packet on the common radio channel. Since more than one
station may attempt to transmit a packet at the same time
several transmissions may overlap. The overlapping trans-
missions are said to collide if any portion of two transmis-
sions overlap. When a collision occurs each station waits a
random period of time before attempting to gain access to
the channel again.

To increase the utilization of the radio channel, the slotted
ALOHA system was proposed in which the channel is
partitioned into time slots equal to a packet length wherein
each station can only transmit a packet at the beginning of
a slot. In this way overlapping transmissions are forced to
completely overlap. Using a slotted approach almost
doubles maximum channel utilization compared to the
unslotted ALOHA system.

To reduce the effects of collisions in the slotted ALOHA

system a slot reservation scheme was proposed. The channel
was partitioned into frames each containing a reservation
slot for transmitting a reservation packet and data slots for
transmitting data packets. Each station transmits a reserva-
tion packet on a random access basis requesting slots needed
for data packet transmission. If the request is granted data
slots of a subsequent frame are assigned to the requesting
station which subsequently transmits data packets on its
assigned slots.

Satellite communications can provide point to point chan-
nels or broadcast and multiple access channels. A satellite is
well suited to provide one to many i.e., broadcast, channels
and many to one, i.e., multiple access, channels from and to
an earth station. The architecture of the network used in very
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small aperture terminal (VSAT) data networks is almost
always designed around a single large hub earth station
transmitting data in a broadcast channel to a large number of
VSATs as shown in FIG. 1. Considering Network A, for
example, the VSATs 20 in such a network transmit data in
packets to the hub station 18 using the multiple access
capability of the satellite channel 17.

The communications from the hub station of a VSAT

network to the VSATs themselves is easily configured using
a conventional communication technique such as TDM or
FDM. Currently, TDM is widely used for multiplexing the
hub to the VSAT terminals, notwithstanding the fact that
there are differences in data rate, modulation techniques and
transmission formats among the various VSAT networks.

The multiple access link from the VSATs to the hub,
however, is currently subjected to a greater degree of varia-
tion. The choice of multiple access technique from the
VSATs to the hub is currently the primary feature distin-
guishing one network from another.

Recently, however, it has become commonplace to build
VSAI‘ networks composed of hundreds and thousands of
more small VSAT terminals. The traffic in these networks is

typically in the form of single data packets originating from
interactive users or bursts of data packets originating from
some type of file transcript protocol. As the number of
stations in the network increases, the more the traffic from
the single station will appear to fiuctuate due to random user
demand. In such networks, the use of FDMA or TDMA
becomes impractical while the use of DAMA would impose
an unreasonable amount of overhead in the network. Thus,
to provide multiple access to these types of packet data
networks, the access techniques of direct sequence (DS)
spread spectrum multiple access, i.e., DS-CDMA and
ALOHA, are used. Both these multiple access techniques
however suffer from disadvantages. Direct sequence spread
spectrum systems require the hub receiving station to have
a digital matched filter operating at the high speed chip rate
for each of the possible transmitters with each using a
different spreading sequence. In a network with a large
number of VSATs this becomes unwieldy and expensive to
maintain. ALOHA systems suffer from relatively low capac-
ity and high average power requirements.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a reverse link for a satellite
communication system. The reverse link described herein is
suitable for use in any type of communications network such
as networks used for Internet access purposes. The reverse
link in combination with a forward link forms a complete
two way communication system via satellite. The reverse
link comprises two separate communication schemes used in
combination to implement the reverse link of the satellite
system. The first communication scheme uses a random
access method based on a non synchronous frequency
hopping code division multiple access technique (NS/FH/
CDMA). The second communication scheme uses a channel
assignment method based on a frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) technique. Data generated by a user is
transmitted utilizing one of the two communication schemes
in accordance with the content and amount of data gener-
ated. Messages requiring a relatively low transmission rate,
such as short bursty messages, utilize the random access
transmission method. On the other hand, messages requiring
a higher transmission rate, such as video conferencing,
11tilize the channel assignment method.

There is therefore provided in accordance with the present
invention a multiple access communications system for use
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in a satellite communication network, comprising a plurality
of user terminals for generating data to be transmitted over
the multiple access communication system, at least one hub
for receiving data over the multiple access communication
system from the plurality of user terminals, transmitter
means within each user terminal for receiving data to be
transmitted from the user terminal to the hub, the transmitter
means including first communication means for transmitting
short bursty data in combination with second communica-
tion means for continuous transmission of data, switching
means coupled to the transmitter means for switching trans-
mission between the first communication means and the

second communication means in accordance with pre-
defined criteria and receiver means within the at least one

hub adapted to receive data transmitted by the plurality of
terminals utilizing either the first communication means or
the second communication means.

The first communication means can comprise non syn-
chronous multiple access communication means or non
synchronous frequency hopping code division multiple
access communication means. The second communication

means can comprise frequency division multiple access
communication means. The receiver means comprises
means for receiving data transmitted by the plurality of user
terminals using the first communication means, the first
communication means utilizing non synchronous frequency
hopping code division multiple access communications,
means for receiving data transmitted by the plurality of user
terminals using the second communication means, the sec-
ond communication means utilizing frequency division mul- '
tiple access communications and means for receiving pre-
amble and synchronization message data transmitted by the
plurality of user terminals precedent to transmissions utiliz-
ing the first communication means.

The switching means comprises means for switching
transmission from the first communication means to the
second communication means either in accordance with a

source port field within messages received by the
transmitter, when the length of a message received by the
transmitter means exceeds a predetermined threshold, when
a continuation flag in a message received by the transmitter
means is t11rned on, when a user buffer containing a plurality
of messages to be sent via the transmitter means fills beyond
predetermined level or in accordance with the type and
nature of the software application that initiated a message to
be transmitted via the transmitter means.

The switching means comprises means for switching
transmission from the second communication means to the

first communication means either when a source port match-
ing a predetermined criteria ceases to transmit messages,
when the length of a message received by the transmitter
means fails to exceed a predetermined threshold, when a
continuation flag in a message received by the transmitter
means is turned off, when a user buffer containing a plurality
of messages to be sent via the transmitter means empties or
when the software application meeting a predetermined
criteria that initiated a message to be transmitted via the
transmitter means ceases to generate message data.

In addition, the hub comprises collision detection means
for determining when two frequency hops associated with
two independent receivers are utilizing the same frequency
at the same time, thus improving decoding within the
receiver means.

There is also provided in accordance with the present
invention a multiple access communication system for use in
a satellite communication network, the satellite communi-
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cation network including a plurality of user terminals and at
least one hub, the system comprising first transmitter means
for transmitting data utilizing a non synchronous frequency
hopping code division multiple access communication
scheme, second transmitter means for transmitting data
utilizing a frequency division multiple access communica-
tion scheme, switching means for switching transmission
between the first transmitter means and the second trans-

mitter means in accordance with predefined criteria, first
receiver means for receiving data transmitted using utilizing
the non synchronous frequency hopping code division mul-
tiple access communication scheme, second receiver means
for receiving data transmitted using the frequency division
multiple access communication scheme and third receiver
means for receiving preamble and synchronization data
transmitted utilizing the utilizing a non synchronous fre-
quency hopping code division multiple access communica-
tion scheme.

The switching means comprises means for switching
transmission from the first transmitter means to the second

transmitter means either in accordance with a source port
field within messages received by the transmitter means,
when the length of a message received by the transmitter
means exceeds a predetermined threshold, when a continu-
ation flag in a message received by the transmitter means is
turned on, when a user buffer containing a plurality of
messages to be sent via the transmitter means fills beyond
predetermined level or in accordance with the type and
nature of the software application that initiated a message to
be transmitted via the transmitter means.

The switching means comprises means for switching
transmission from the second transmitter means to the first

transmitter means either when a source port matching a
predetermined criteria ceases to transmit messages, when
the length of a message received by the transmitter means
fails to exceed a predetermined threshold, when a continu-
ation flag in a message received by the transmitter means is
turned off, when a user buffer containing a plurality of
messages to be sent via the transmitter means empties or
when the software application meeting a predetermined
criteria that initiated a message to be transmitted via the
transmitter means ceases to generate message data.

The system further comprises interface means for inter-
facing the at least one hub to an external communications
network. The external communications network can com-

prise the Internet, a packet switched telephone network
(PSTN), an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), a
Community Antenna Tclcvision (CATV) network, a Digital
Subscriber Loop (xDSL) or a Frame Relay network.

The system further comprises collision detection means
for determining when two frequency hops associated with
two independent receivers within the receiver means are
utilizing the same frequency at the same time, thus improv-
ing decoding within the first receiver means.

There is also provided in accordance with the present
invention a multiple access communications system for use
in a satellite communication network, comprising a plurality
of user terminals for transmitting and receiving data over the
multiple access communication system, at least one hub for
transmitting and receiving data over the multiple access
communication system to and from the plurality of user
terminals, a forward communication link for transmitting
data from the at least one hub to the plurality of user
terminals, a return communication link for transmitting data
from the plurality of user terminals to the at least one hub,
the return communication link including a first communi-
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cation means for transmitting short bursty data in combina-
tion with second communication means for continuous

transmission of data, switching means within the plurality of
user terminals for switching transmission between the first
communication means and the second communication

means in accordance with predefined criteria and receiver
means within the at least one hub adapted to receive data
transmitted by the plurality of terminals utilizing either the
first communication means or the second communication
means.

Further, each user terminal comprises means for generat-
ing a request to be sent over the return communications link
in order to utilize the second communication means. The

hub comprises means for polling each user terminal over the
forward communication link as to whether the transmission
of data should be switched to utilize the second communi-
cation means.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is herein described, by way of example
only, with reference to the accompanying drawings,
wherein:

FIG. 1 is a high level block diagram illustrating two
satellite communication networks coupled to the Internet
utilizing both a forward and a reverse link via satellite;

FIG. 2 is a graph illustrating the relationship between time I
and frequency for data packets transmitted by two users;

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating sequence of packets
transmitted in time making up a message;

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a frequency band making
up the frequency spectrum of the communication system;

FIG. 5 is a high level block diagram illustrating the
random access transmitter of the communication system of
the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a high level block diagram illustrating the
channel assignment transmitter of the communication sys-
tem;

FIG. 7 is a high level block diagram illustrating the
software layers making up the personal computer based
transmitter method portion of the communication system;

FIG. 8 is a high level flow diagram illustrating the driver
method of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a high level block diagram illustrating the
random access transmitting method of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is a high level block diagram illustrating the hub
receiver portion of the communication system;

FIG. 11 is a high level block diagram illustrating the
random access receiver of the communication system of the
present invention;

FIG. 12 is a high level block diagram illustrating the
channel assignment receiver of the communication system;

FIG. 13 is a high level flow diagram illustrating the
synchronization receiver method of the present invention;
and

FIG. 14 is a high level flow diagram illustrating the
random access receiver portion of the communication sys-
tem of the present invention.

8
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

INVENTION

Notation Used Throughout
The following notation is used throughout this document.

Term Definition

CA Channel Assignment
CATV Coniniunity Anteinia Television
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
DAMA Demand Assigned Multiple Access
DPSK Differential Phase Shift Keying
DQPSK Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
DSL Digital Subscriber LoopDTH Direct-To-Home
DVB Digital Video Broadcasting
FDM Frequency Division Multiplexing
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access
FH Frequency Hoping
FSK Frequency Shift Keying
IP Internet Protocol
ISDN Integrated Services Digital NetworkISP Internet Service Provider
LAN Local Area Network

NS Non Synchronous
PLL Phase Lock Loop
PSK Phase Shift Keying
QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
RA Random Access
RC Raised Cosine
SOHO Small Office Home Office
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TDM Time Division Multiplexing
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access
UDP User Datagram Protocol
VSAT Very Small Aperture TerminalVVAN Wide Area Network

General Description

The present invention is a reverse link for a satellite
communication system. The reverse link described herein is
suitable for use in any type of communications network such
as networks used for Internet access purposes. The reverse
link in combination with a forward link forms a complete
two way communication system via satellite. The forward
link can comprise any well known communication scheme
suitable for use as the forward link in a satellite communi-

cation system. In particular, the forward link may be con-
structed to comply with the European Telecommunication
Standard (ETS) 300 421 put out by the European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute (ETSI) which describes the
modulation and channel coding system for satellite digital
television services. Systems based on the standard are
intended to provide Direct-To-IIome (DTII) services for
consumer television systems and cable television head-end
stations. In addition, the digital video broadcast (DVB)
standard of transmission can also be used to construct the
forward link.

Two satellite communication networks are shown in FIG.
1. In network A 12 a satellite 17 is used to forward

communications between a hub 18 and a plurality of termi-
nals comprising very small aperture terminal (VSAT) users
20, thus forming a forward link. In addition, a reverse link
is established between the plurality of VSAT terminals 20
and hub 18 via satellite 17. Similarly, network B 14 com-
prises a hub 22 which communicates via a forward link to a
plurality of VSAT terminals 24. The reverse link for the
network B 14 is also via satellite between the plurality of
VSAT terminals 24 and the hub 22. Hubs 18, 22 are coupled
by terrestrial land based links to an external communications
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network 16 such as the Internet. Alternatively, the hubs 18,
22 can be connected to other types of land based networks.
Alternative external communications networks include, but
are not limited to, Frame Relay, Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN), Community Antenna Television (CATV)
and Digital Subscriber Loop (xDSL) such as Asynchronous
DSL (ADSL) or Very High Speed DSL (VDSL).

The reverse link via satellite of the present invention
provides an alternative solution to the existing prior art
reverse links which utilize the telephone lines. The reverse
link of the present invention is suitable for applications in
outlying rural areas where ground based telephone lines
have not been installed. In addition, access to the Internet
can be provided for users including SOHO, business and
others for interactive applications including video
conferencing, LAN/WAN applications, document delivery,
audio applications such as Internet phone, coniniercial web
sites, Internet gaming, local ISPs and Internet meeting and
collaboration software. A further advantage is that bottle-
necks that occur in reverse link connections composed of
regular telephone lines and local ISPs can be bypassed.

As mentioned previously, the reverse li11k of the present
invention can be utilized with any well know forward link to
form a two way satellite communication system. The for-
ward link can comprise any commonly available conven-
tional communication technology suitable for the forward
link. Most of these technologies are based on time division
multiplexing (TDM) communication techniques. The trans-
mission from the hub in these cases is typically at a high data
rate, i.e., 10 to 40 Mbps, and the data transmitted to the users I
is multiplexed in time. Each user utilizes the portion of the
TDM signal that has been assigned to her/him. For example,
the commercial satellite system known as DirecPC has a
forward link of about 12 Mbps wherein each user receives
approximately 400 Kbps of usable bandwidth. Most forward
links in operation today typically utilize the digital video
broadcast (DVB) standard of transmission.

The present invention discloses a novel scheme of mul-
tiplc access for thc rcvcrsc link of thc two way satellite
communication system. The reverse link accommodates
various data rates in accordance with the transmitter power
and the size of the antennae in addition to the type of
information to be transmitted. The reverse link is utilized to

transmit three different types of communication to the hub.
Note that throughout this document the term ‘message’ is
defined to mean a communication session between two

points wherein the data is transmitted in the form of finite
lcngth units of data such as packcts or frames. The tcrm
‘session’ is also used in this document in its traditional sense

to represent any communication sent from one point o
another.

The first message type requires transmission rates lower
than a certain number of bytes/sec. This message type
comprises short messages such as requests to start a
connection, requests to download data or requests to start
long interactive sessions such as video conferencing and
Internet phone applications. Also included in the first type of
message is data derived from web browsers which typically
have low duty cycle bursty type messages on one leg and
acknowledge messages on the other. This first type of
message typically requires immediate access to the channel.
In other words, the delays due to coordination and channel
assignment should be avoided for information of this type.

The second message type requires transmission rates
higher than a certain number of bytes/sec. This message type
comprises messages that typically include large files of
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information. The data rates for these type of messages is
typically relatively high.

The third message type include messages that are known
to require a continuous type communications channel. This
message type comprises messages generated from two way
bandwidth intensive applications such as video
conferencing, Internet phone, etc.

The present invention discloses a reverse link which
utilizes two multiple access schemes working in cooperation
with each other. For short messages of the first type of
information a non synchronized multiple access scheme is
utilized. A frequency hopping spread spectrum scheme is
utilized due to its ease of implementation and the absence of
the need for power control. Thus, short messages are trans-
mitted using non synchronous frequency hopping code
division multiple access (NS/FH/CDMA). For the continu-
ous transmission of data, a channel is allocated using fre-
quency division multiple access (FDMA). The communica-
tion scheme utilizing FDMA offers continuous transmission,
relatively high capacity and ease of implementation. Ablock
of spectrum dedicated to the entire reverse length for both
multiple access schemes is divided into two sub bands. One
sub band is for the NS/FH/CDMA sub band, also known as

the random access (RA) sub band, and the other sub band is
dedicated for the FDMA sub band otherwise known as the

channel assignment (CA) sub band. In one example
embodiment, 4 MHz is assigned to the random access sub
band and 6 MHz is assigned to the channel assignment sub
band for a total of a 10 MHz bandwidth.

The communication system of the present invention has
two modes of operation: random access (RA) and a channel
assignment (CA) mode. Communications always start in the
random access mode using the random access frequency sub
band in such a way that the user is able to start communi-
cations at any point in time. After communications have
begun, the system decides whether to continue in random
access mode such as when the user is browsing, for example,
or whether to assign a channel with optimal bandwidth in
accordance with the users application, e.g., video confer-
encing or Internet phone applications. In such a case, the
user will use the channel assignment mode using the channel
assignment frequency sub band. After the user finishes to
work in the channel assignment sub band, e.g., the user has
closed the video conferencing application, the allocation of
the channel is terminated and the user continues communi-

cating via the random access channel as required.
The user transmits messages using any suitable protocol

such as the TCP/IP protocol format. For illustrative
purposes, the transmitter method is presented using the TCP
protocol as an example. Note, however, that the method is
suitable to be used with other protocols as well. The trans-
mitter method makes decisions about the mode of operation
in accordance with the following procedure. Communica-
tions begins in the random access mode by transmitting the
TCP messages in the random access frequency sub band.
The decision to switch to the channel assignment mode is
made in accordance with one of the following criteria:
1. If the source port in the TCP/IP protocol header corre-

sponds to a predetermined list, the system will request a
switch to the channel assignment mode. The list includes
source ports of application such as video conferencing,
file transfer, Internet phone, etc.

. If the length of the TCP/IP message is larger than a
specified length the system will request a switch to the
channel assignment mode. Note that TCP/IP messages
have a maximum length. For a line modem this maximum
is approximately 2 KB.
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3. If a continuation flag is set. This occurs when the
application sends a message having a length longer than
the maximum length of a TCP/IP message. In this case,
the message is divided into several TCP/IP messages
wherein a flag field in the message is turned on indicating
that additional TCP/IP messages follow. If this flag is
turned on, the system will request a switch to the channel
assignment mode.

4. It the user buffer is full of messages waiting to be sent, the
system will request a switch to the channel assignment
mode.

In accordance with these above criteria a request is made
to allocate a CA channel by sending a Request For Alloca-
tion message. The request also includes a specific requested
data rate. The controller in the hub will then allocate a CA

channel with a center frequency parameter in accordance
with availability and at a data rate according to the request.
The end user will be notified via the forward link of the

assignment of the CA channel. Once allocated, the user
transmits messages using the CA mode of communications.

The decision to switch back to the random access mode is

made basically when the transmission from the source port
ends. The message is sent via the CA channel to request a
switch back to the random access mode in accordance with

the ollowing criteria:
1. I the TCP/IP protocol source port corresponding to a

source port in the given list is not transmitting any
messages any longer, the system will request a switch
back to the RA mode.

. I the long messages have terminated, the system will
request a switch back to the RA mode.

. If the user output buffer becomes empty, the system will
request a switch back to the RA mode.

. I messages from the specific application cease to be
generated, the system will request a switch back to the RA
mode.

If any of the above listed events occur, the controller in
the iub will cease allocation of the CA channel and notify
the user. Once notified, the user switches back to the RA
moce of communications.

Random Access Mode

The random access mode using NS/FH/CDMA will be
now be described in more detail. The purpose of the random
access NS/FH/CDMA communication scheme is to permit
random access communications in the reverse link for

sending short messages. The main characteristics of the
random access scheme for the reverse link are random

access, no feedback (feedforward), frequency hopping, error
correction coding and lack of time synchronization require-
ments among users.

In a frequency hopping CDMA system, the instantaneous
frequency bandwidth is relatively narrow. However the
center frequency is changed during every time interval
termed a time hop. The frequency hopping communication
system comprises transmitters wherein the data is modulated
and up converted with a frequency hopping local oscillator.
The receiver down converts the received signal with a
frequency hopping local oscillator synchronized to the trans-
mitter such that at any instant of time the local oscillator
which up converts the modulated signal in the transmitter
uses the same frequency as the local oscillator which down
converts the received signal in the receiver. Therefore, for
proper operation of the frequency hopping transmitter
receiver pair both the transmitter and the receiver must be
synchronized with each other. A frequency hopping trans-
mission system for satellite networks is described in detail in
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“Frequency-hop Transmission For Satellite Packet Switch-
ing and Terrestrial Packet Radio Networks,” M. B. Pursley,
IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, Vol. 8,
No. 4, May 1990.

In a non synchronized frequency hopping CDMA com-
munication system there is no time synchronization among
the plurality of users and thus mutual interference among
users exists. Thus, in this type of a system there may be more
than one user transmitting at the same time which results in
a collision. This is illustrated in a diagram showing the
relationship between frequency and time among the trans-
missions of two users as shown in FIG. 2. Each of the

horizontal bands in the diagram of FIG. 2 represents a
frequency band in a random access sub band. With reference
to FIG. 2, each user transmits messages which are broken up
into groups of symbols (packets) as represented by each of
the boxes in the Figure. User #1 transmits a group of
symbols comprising a sub packet 30 at the same time user
#2 transmits another sub packet 32. The two groups of
transmissions do not interfere with each other since they
take place on different frequencies. User #1 continues to
transmit sub packets as shown in boxes 36, 44, 38. Likewise,
user #2 transmits sub packets as represented by boxes 34, 42,
40. FIG. 2 shows the frequency hopping nature of the
random access mode wherein sequential sub packets are
transmitted using different frequencies. However, since the
random access mode is not synchronized, collisions on a
particular frequency can occur. This is shown in FIG. 2 by
transmissions 44 fror11 user #1 and 42 from user #2. Trans-

missions from both users #1 and #2 overlap at some point
thus causing a collision and making it impossible for the
receiver to receive either of the two sub packets.

Note that typical prior art frequency hopping communi-
cation systems are orthogonal in nature. This means that at
any particular point in time there is no overlap of the
frequencies used by any of the users. In addition, synchro-
nized frequency hopping communication systems are char-
acterized by each user switching or hopping frequencies at
the same time. In a system where all the hops are synchro-
nized with each other it makes sense for the system to be
orthogonal also. However, in systems such as the present
communication system, if non synchronous hopping is uti-
lized it does not make sense to implement orthogonal
frequency hopping.

The following system parameters are utilized by the RA
frequency hopping CDMA communication scheme:

1. BT: bandwidth of the entire RA sub band
. RB: raw bit rate of each channel input
. RC: error correcting code ration

. RS: symbol rate

. r: RC spectrum roll off factor

. B,: instantaneous bandwidth for one channel

. NF: number of frequencies

. N: number of users

9. NBPM: number of bits per message (variable length
message)

Preferably, the modulation scheme used for the RA mode
is dilferential QPSK (DQPSK) or Dru/4QPSK. These modu-
lation schemes are more robust in an environment with

mutual interference since only the difference between two
symbols needs to be determined. Soft decisions may be
obtained in the receiver utilizing a modified version of the
Viterbi ratio threshold method, which is well known in the
art. Coherent demodulation is not recommended in such a

system as it is not practical for use in a jamming environ-
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ment. The RA mode can utilize a number of well known

error correction codes (ECC), such as convolutional codes
or Reed—Solomon codes. More detail on the use of Reed-

Solomon codes in frequency hopped networks can be found
in “S. W’. Kim and W. Stark, “Optimum Rate Reed—Solomon
Codes for Frequency Hopped Spread Spectrum Multiple
Access Communication Systems,” IEEE Transactions on
Communications, Vol. COM—37, February 1989.

Each user in the communication system is hopping on a
map of NF frequencies in a total bandwidth B]. with an
instantaneous bandwidth B, such that

B,=NFxB,

A sequence of length Nsbg hops is used to transmit the
message. The sequence consists of NSYNCH synchronization
hops and NDATA data hops where

NSEQ=NS)’NCH+NDA TA

All the sequential hops including both the synchronization
hops and data hops use the same map of NF frequencies.
Each hop has a duration of THOP and the guard time interval
between hops is TGUARD. The timing diagram showing the
message as a function of time is shown in FIG. 3. In each
hop there are NSPH symbols per hop pl11s a reference symbol.
The constant lcngth mcssagc of NBPM bits rcquircs NDATA
data hops as expressed below.

NBPMN :2
DATA 3'RC'/VSPH

Where the duration of the transmission is given by the
cxprcssion

NSEQ(1H0P+1 GUARD)

With reference to FIG. 3, the complete message is made
up of a preamble and a message data portion. The preamble
comprises a fixed number of hops denoted by reference
numeral 50. For example, the preamble can comprise five
hops. The data portion of the message comprises a plurality
of hops, wherein a sub packet (denoted by numeral 52) is
transmitted during each hop. The frequencies of the hops in
the preamble is actually a subset of NF. For example, if there
are NF=30 frequency hops on the map of NF frequencies, the
preamble utilizes a subset of these frequencies, e.g., 10
frequencies. For each preamble sent, 5 of these 10 frequen-
cies are then chosen to comprise the preamble portion of the
message. The preamble contains information comprising an
ID, the hop code, hop sequence, time when to start reception
of the data portion of the message and the particular hop
number within the preamble/synchronization set of hops,
i.e., a number within the range 1 through 5. Shown in FIG.
3 is an enlargement of the idle period between hops. In most
prior art frequency hopping communication systems this gap
or idle period is minimized in order to be more efficient. The
present invention, however, includes a relatively large idle
period which functions to reduce the hardware and software
requirements of the transmitter and the receiver for synchro-
nization purposes. However, the time transmission of the
message is lengthened somewhat but the probability of
collision between users is not affected at all.

The frequency hopping sequences are constructed as
follows. The frequencies of the preamble/synchronization
hops are randomly chosen out of a subset of 10 selected
frequencies (continuing the example presented above). The
frequencies of the data hops for the message data are chosen
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according to 1 out of 128 selected predefined frequency
hopping sequences. Each sequence being represented by a
particular byte number. The sequence may be randomly
chosen by the user, however, the receiver should receive the
ID number of the chosen sequence in the synchronization
data included in the preamble or synchronization hop.

As described previously, there are two formats for the
transmitted hop, one format is for the synchronization hop or
preamble hop and one is for the data hop. The synchroni-
zation hop comprises a known fixed sequence utilized for
acquisition purposes and having a length of approximately
16 to 64 symbols. The synchronization hop also comprises
control data such as synchronization data including the data
representing the frequency hopping sequence number and
the starting time of the data frequency hopping sequence.
The data hops comprise a short known fixed sequence for
tracking purposes having a length of up to 16 symbols and
also comprising the encoded data. In one embodiment, the
fixed data may comprise only one symbol used as a refer-
ence for a differential detection in the receiver.

Channel Assignment (CA) Mode

The channel assignment mode using FDMA will now be
described in more detail. Note that the following notation is
also applicable to the RA mode discussed above. In general,
FDMA tcchniqucs are suitable only for a communication
system which allocates frequencies and bandwidth such that
no more than one user will utilize the same frequency band
at the same time. A diagram illustrating the frequency band
of the FDMA portion of the present invention is shown in
FIG. 4. If all users transmit within total average data rate R,
in a total bandwidth BT, with a modulation cncoding schcmc
having an efficiency of 1 bps,Hz, the maximum number of
users is defined by N where

In FIG. 4, thc frequency band BT MHz is shown and

37'
R

frequency channels 60 are indicated. One of the frequency
channels 60 is shown enlarged and the spectrum of the
transmitted signal is shown to occupy a bandwidth denoted
BC.

In the FDMA system of the present invention, the fre-
quencies must be allocated to each user utilizing a control
means. In an FDMA system, not all the users are required to
use the same amount of bandwidth. A system with flexible
bandwidth allocation adapted to the needs of the user and
assigned on demand is called a bandwidth on demand
(BOD) system. In such a system, the transmission is con-
tinuous with the transmission parameters such as coding rate
and data rate is adapted to each user. The data transmission
can utilize a quadrature PSK (QPSK) modulation scheme
with data rates of 32 Kbps, 48 Kbps, 64 Kbps, 96 Kbps, 128
Kbps, 192 Kbps, 256 Kbps or 384 Kbps. In addition, an ECC
such as a convolutional code having a rate such as 1/2 or 3/4
can be used with symbol rates of 32 Kbps, 64 Kbps, 128
Kbps or 256 Kbps. Better efficiency from the power ampli-
fier and the transmitter can be obtained by utilizing
J1:/4QPSK or OQPSK modulation rather than QPSK modu-

lation. The symbol rate within a frequency slot 60 is shown
represented by RS with BC—RS used as a guard band between
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each frequency slot. Note that the symbol rate R5 is also the
3 dB bandwidth.

Reverse Link Transmitter

The transmitter portion of the reverse link of the present
invention will now be described in more detail. The trans-

mitter for the reverse link actually comprises two portions:
a random access portion and a channel assignment portion.
Although the two portions are shown separately, overlap-
ping functions can be combined. In general, the transmitter
comprises a user interface and a message classifier. The data
received from the user is divided or classified into three

different types of messages, as described previously.
The first message type requires transmission rates lower

than a certain number of bytes/sec, i.e., short messages. The
second message type requires transmission rates higher than
a certain number of bytes/sec. The third message type
include messages that are known to require a continuous
type communications channel. This third message type
comprises messages generated from two way bandwidth
intensive applications such as video conferencing, Internet
phone, etc.

Each type is processed in the transmitter in a different
way. The random access (RA) transmitter is utilized for
short messages wherein each message is transmitted as a
packet, a packet being the information transmitted in a single
hop. The channel assignment (CA) transmitter is utilized for
long streams of information, i.e., message types two and
three. A specific frequency and a particular bandwidth are
assigned and the data is transmitted for a specific period of ,
time or until the data ends.

The processing performed by the transmitter includes
formatting of the transmission signal and encoding of the
user data using an error correction code. In the random
access mode, the synchronization sequence precedes the
encoded data message. The combined stream of data is
divided into smaller bursts wherein each burst is transmitted

at a specific time and frequency. This method can be
classified as a CDMA type of multiple access scheme since
many users are transmitting simultaneously in the same
frequency band but using different sequences of frequencies
and timing for the transmission bursts.

In the channel assignment mode, the user data is trans-
mitted continuously in contrast with the bursty transmis-
sions in the random access mode. In the random access

mode, the frequency used for a transmission is changed at
every burst to a predefined frequency within a frequency
band dedicated for this mode. In the channel assignment
mode, the frequency is fixed during the transmission within
a frequency band dedicated for this mode.

The random access (RA) transmitter portion of the present
invention will now described in more detail. A high level
block diagram illustrating the random access transmitter of
the communication system of the present invention is shown
in FIG. 5. Data generated by a user 80 is input to a baseband
processor 72 which comprises an encoder 78, interleaver 82
and a controller 84. The baseband processor may comprise
the 56002 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) manufactured by
Motorola, Inc. The encoder 78 functions to apply a correc-
tion code such as a convolutional code, a Reed-Solomon ’
code or both to the data input from the user 80. Once
encoded, the data combined with the code bits are inter-
leaved using interleaver 82. The output of the interleaver is
input to a modulator of 74 which comprises an I/Q generator
86 which functions to generate an I and Q data stream. The
I data stream is input to a D/A converter 88 and then filtered
via low pass filter to 92.
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Similarly, the Q data stream is input to D/A converter 90
and filtered via low pass filter 94. The I and Q data streams
output by low pass filters 92, 94 respectively, are input to
QPSK modulator 96. A local oscillator 95 generates a local
reference signal for the QPSK modulator 96. The local
oscillator 95 receives a hopping sequence from the pseudo
random sequence generator 106. The local oscillator 95 may
comprise a digital data synthesizer (DDS) driven PLL as
described in the Qualcomm Synthesizer Product Databook,
November 1996, or the clean single PLL model VDS-6000
manufactured by SCITEC, San Diego, Calif. The controller
maintains control of the local oscillator 95 and the pseudo
random sequence generator 106. The frequency hopping of
the random access transmitter 70 is controlled via control

signals output by the pseudo random sequence generator 106
and input to the local oscillator 95. The output of the QPSK
modulator 96 is then input to the upconverter 76 which
functions to shift the modulated signal to a frequency
suitable for a transmission via the satellite 17 (FIG. 1). The
I/Q generator 86 performs differential encoding of pairs of
binary bits before the data stream is split into separate I and
Q channels. The QPSK modulator may comprise the STEL
9231 manufactured by Stanford Telecom, Sunnyvale, Calif.
or the direct conversion I/Q modulator IC, model RF2422,
manufactured by RF Micro Devices, North Carolina.

The upconverter 76 comprises a mixer (multiplier) 98,
local oscillator 104 and power amplifier 100. The upcon-
verter may comprise the Ku—band transceiver for satellite
communications, model 3100 Series, manufactured by
SierraCom, Massachusetts. The output of the QPSK modu-
lator 96 is mixed with the output of the local oscillator 104
via mixer 98. The output of the mixer is then amplified by
a power amplifier 100 whose output is directed to the
antenna 102. Controller 84 functions to control the opera-
tions of the encoder 78, interleaver 82, QPSK modulator 96,
local oscillator 95 and the pseudo random sequence genera-
tor 106.

A high level block diagram of the channel assignment
(CA) transmitter is shown in FIG. 6. The channel assignment
transmitter, generally referenced 110, comprises a baseband
processor 114, a modulator 116 and an upconverter 118. In
operation, data generated by user 112 is input to the base-
band processor 114 which comprises an encoder 120, an
interleaver 122 and a controller 124. The baseband processor
may comprise the 56002 Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
manufactured by Motorola, Inc. The input data is encoded
using an error correction code and is subsequently inter-
leaved before being input to the modulator 116. The modu-
lator 116 comprises an I/Q generator 126 which functions to
generate the I and Q data streams. The I data stream is input
to D/A converter 130 and then filtered via low pass filter 132.

Similarly, the Q data stream is input to D/A converter 128
and subsequently filtered via low pass filter 134. Both D/A
converters may comprise the AD 7943 manufactured by
Analog Devices, Norwood, Mass. Both the I and Q data
outputs of the low pass filters 132 and 134, respectively, are
input to the QPSK modulator 136. The QPSK modulator
functions to modulate the I and Q inputs using a QPSK
modulation technique. Alocal oscillator 135 provides a local
reference signal to the QPSK modulator 136. The QPSK
modulator may comprise the STEL 9231 manufactured by
Stanford Telecom, Sunnyvale, Calif. or the direct conversion
I/Q modulator IC, model RF2422, manufactured by RF
Micro Devices, North Carolina. The local oscillator 135 may
comprise the clean single PLL model VDS-6000 manufac-
tured by SCITEC, San Diego, Calif.

The output of the modulator 136 is input to the upcon-
verter 118 which comprises a mixer 138, power amplifier
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140 and a local oscillator 142. The upconverter may com-
prise the Ku-band transceiver for satellite communication,
model 3100 Series, manufactured by SierraCo1n, Massachu-
setts.

The output of the modulator is mixed with the local
oscillator signal via mixer 138. The output of the mixer 138
is then amplified via power amplifier 140 and input to the
antenna 141 for transmission via the satellite 17 to the hub.

The controller 124 functions to control the operations of the
channel assignment transmitter and in particular, the encoder
120, interleaver 122, QPSK modulator 136 and the local
oscillator 135.

It is noted that the construction of the RA and the CA

receivers are very similar to each other. Most of the
hardware, in fact, can be shared and two modes of operation
provided with only minor changes needed to implement
each mode.

The transmitter method of the present invention will now
be described in more detail. A high level block diagram
illustrating the PC based transmission method of the present
invention is shown in FIG. 7. The method of the transmitter

operates in a sequence of layers with the top layer being the
application layer 152. In addition to the application layer the
other layers used include TCP/UDP layer 154, IP layer 156
and a driver layer 158. The PC 150 transmits data to be sent
via satellite to the hub to the modem 160 which comprises
the random access transmitter 70 (FIG. 5) and the channel
assignment transmitter 110 (FIG. 6).

The transmitter method portion of the present invention is
situated within the driver layer 158. The transmitter method .
operates as a driver under the IP layer receiving IP packets
output therefrom. Each protocol utilized by the application
is identified by its own so called well known port number.
The well known port number is part of the TCP,UDP header
embedded within the IP packet. Each packet is identified by
its connection including its source and destination addresses
and source and destination ports. In the random access
mode, the transmitter method monitors the port number and
the rate of the packets being received as measured in bits per
second (bps). The bps rate is monitored by counting the
number of bytes transmitted within a specific time window.
If one of the applications transmits packets whose source
port within the protocol header corresponds to a predeter-
mined list or the length of the messages is larger than a
specified length, the driver requests a channel assignment. In
addition, if the rate of the transmission is higher than the
maximal rate permitted in the random access mode the
driver also requests a channel assignment. Note that the
application layer 152 can be implemented using, for
example, any browser or web browser, e-mail application or
other communication type application.

A high level flow diagram illustrating the driver method
of the present invention is shown in FIG. 8. Initially, the
transmission mode within the modem 160 is switched to the

random access mode (step 170). The modem then waits for
the next IP packet to arrive (step 172). Once the next IP
packet has arrived the port number contained therein is
checked (step 174). If the port number is associated with a
type 3 application (step 176) then a channel assignment
request (CAR) is then transmitted (step 190). Examples of -
well known port numbers for type 3 applications include:

1651: Audio Conferencing
1652: Video Conferencing

These port numbers are valid for both TCP and UDP
protocols.

The modem then waits for the channel assignment to be
performed (step 192). Note that the channel assignment
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request is transmitted using the random access mode of
communications. Once the channel assignment request
acknowledgment is received (step 194), the modem switches
to channel assignment mode of communications (step 196).
If no channel assignment request acknowledgment is
received then the channel assignment request is transmitted
again in a second attempt.

Once the modem switches to channel assignment mode,
the IP packet is then transmitted using FDMA (step 198).
The modem then waits for the next IP packet to arrive (step
200). Once the next IP packet arrives it is transmitted (step
198). In this fashion IP packets arrive and are transmitted
using the channel assignment mode. When no IP packet
arrives after a predetermined time out period the modem
switches back to random access mode (step 170).

If the application port number determined in step 176 is
not associated with a type 3 application then it is then
determined whether the packet of data received is the first
packet in a message (step 178). If the packet received is a
first packet of a message then a timer is then activated (step
180). A counter associated with the message is then incre-
mented by the number of bytes contained in the packet (step
182). The rate of transmission is then calculated by dividing
the counter value by the timer value (step 184). If the rate is
greater than a certain threshold (step 186) then the modem
switches to channel assignment mode and a CAR is subse-
quently transmitted (step 190). If the rate is less than or equal
to the predetermined threshold then the IP packet is trans-
mitted using the random access mode (step 188). Control
then returns to the beginning of the method and the modem
waits for the next IP packet to arrive (step 172).

The operation of the frequency hopping or random access
transmitter will now be described in more detail. A high
level flow diagram illustrating the random access transmitter
method of the present invention is shown in FIG. 9. In
general, the basic steps of the random access transmission
method comprise receiving a new data packet to be sent
from the baseband processor, transmitting a synchronization
message using consecutive transmission bursts wherein each
burst is transmitted at a different frequency. Note that a
similar synchronization message is repeated in each of the
bursts, i.e., 5 bursts as in the example presented hereinabove.
The difference being a counter which counts the number of
synchronization hops. The data packet is then encoded using
an error correcting code such as a Reed-Solomon or con-
volutional code. The encoded packet is then split into a
plurality of sub packets or into groups of symbols. The bit
stream in each sub packet is differentially encoded and
transmitted in consecutive transmission bursts wherein each

burst is transmitted at a different frequency using DQPSK
modulation.

With reference to FIG. 9, the first step is to set
NO_FREQD and NO_FREQS to 1 (step 210). The last
letter ‘D’ signifies the number of frequencies for the data
packets and the last letter ‘S’ signifies the number of
frequencies for synchronization packets. Messages are then
received from the PC (step 212) and fragmented into a
plurality of input packets each having a length of N1 bytes
(step 214). Each input packet is then passed through a
Reed-Solomon encoder which generates output packets of
length N2 bytes (step 216). The value N2 represents the
number of bytes/hop. Next, each output packet is frag-
mented into NHOPSD sub packets of length N2/NHOPSD
number of bytes (step 218). The value NHOPSD represent-
ing the number of hops for the data packet.

In the next step, the frequency NO_FREQS is output to
the synthesizer of local oscillator 104 (FIG. 5) (step 220).
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The synchronization or preamble message is then output to
the modulator (step 222). Step 220 dictates to the synthesizer
the hop frequency to be used as generated by the pseudo
random sequence generator 106. Then, the value
NO_FREQS is incremented by 1 (step 224). If the fre-
quency count NO_FREQS is greater than the number of
hops NHOPSS (step 226) then the frequency NO_FREQD
is then output to the synthesizer or local oscillator (step 228).
Step 226 counts the number of preamble hops already taken
and if the number of hops is greater than the number allowed
then the data portion of message is transmitted. If the
number of hops in the preamble has not exceeded the value
NHOPSS then the next hop frequency is output to the
synthesizer (step 220).

Once the output frequency NO_FREQD for the message
data is output to the synthesizer using step 222 the next bit
in the message is output to the modulator (step 230). It is
then checked to see whether the packet has arrived (step
232). If not, the next bit is input to the modulator using step
230. This process continues until the end of the packet is
reached at which time the value NO,FREQD is incre-

mented by 1 (step 234). If the current frequency count has
exceeded the number of hops NHOPSD for the message
data, control then returns to step 210. If the frequency count
has not exceeded the hop count, then the next frequency
NO_FREQD is output through the synthesizer and the
process repeats step 228.

Reverse Link Receiver

The receiver portion of the reverse length located in the I
hub will now be described in more detail. Ahigh level block
diagram of the hub receiver is shown in FIG. 10. The reverse
link utilizes three types of receivers: two of the types for the
random access mode and one type used for the channel
assignment mode. The hub receiver, generally referenced
240, comprises an antenna 242 coupled to downconverter
244. The downconverter may comprise the Ku-band trans-
ceiver for satellite communications, model 3100 Series,
manufactured by SierraCom, Massachusetts. The output of
the downconverter is output to a splitter 246 which functions
to split and share the down converted signal among the three
different receivers. The three receivers used in the hub

comprise the random access (RA) receiver 248, a synchro-
nization and acquisition (SA) receiver 250 and a channel
assignment (CA) receiver 252. The data output of each of the
three receivers 248, 250, 252 is input to the hub controller
254. The output of the hub controller is then input to an
ISP/network interface 256 which functions to interface the
hub receiver 240 to a network such as an ISP or other
communication network 258.

The synchronization and acquisition (SA) receiver 250 is
used to receive the preamble/synchronization messages and
fimctions to extract the synchronization information, i.e.,
frequency acquisition and timing acquisition related data. In
addition, the synchronization messages contain user infor-
mation. In particular, the hopping sequence for the data
message which defines the frequencies which will be trans-
mitted by the transmitter.

A plurality of synchronization and acquisition (SA)
receivers are utilized in the hub receiver with one synchro-
nization and acquisition receiver utilized for each of the
possible frequencies to be received during a preamble por-
tion of the message. Each SA receiver is tuned to a fixed
frequency and waits for the arrival of a preamble/
synchronization message. Thus, in the example given above,
a subset of ten frequencies out of the total NF is allotted for
use of preamble messages. Thus, in this example, 10 SA

5
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receivers are required each one tuned to one of the 10
frequencies in the subset of frequencies.

In order for the hub receiver 240 to acquire synchroniza-
tion all that is needed is one of the synchronization messages
transmitted by the transmitter to be received without any
interference from other users. This is the purpose for sending
the hop number within the synchronization message so that
the SA receiver can know which out of the 5 hops (in this
example) has been just received. In addition, the time the
message data portion of the message begins transmission is
also included in the preamble. This permits the hub control-
ler 254 to determine when to begin looking for the start of
the message data portion of the message.

The random access receiver 248 is used to receive the

frequency hopping data portion of the message and detect
the data therein. Note that the SA and the RA receiver

constructed similarly. Thus, the following description
applies to both the RA and the SA receivers. The RA receiver
receives from the controller the hopping sequence that the
user is using. The RA receiver functions to hop between the
predefined frequencies contained in the hop sequence. In
addition, the RA receiver functions to decode the received
data using the Reed-Solomon decoder to extract the data.

Recall that requests for the CA mode of transmission are
made over the RA communication link. In an alternative

embodiment, a polling scheme may replace the RA trans-
mission mode. In this embodiment, users are periodically
polled using the forward link and asked whether they would
like a CA mode channel. Using this polling scheme, the SA
and thc RArcccivcrs may be replaced with a single rcccivcr
within the hub. Note that this embodiment is practical only
when the number of users is not large.

The random access (RA) receiver 248 will now be
described in more detail. A high level block diagram of the
random access receiver is shown in FIG. 11. The signal
output by the splitter 246 (FIG. 10) is input to a downcon-
verter 265. The downconverter 265 comprises a mixer 260,
a local oscillator 262 and pseudo random sequence generator
264. The mixer 260 may comprise the direct conversion IC
model MAX2120 manufactured by MAXIM, Theale, Berks,
UK. The local oscillator 262 can comprise the clean signal
PLL model VDS-6000 manufactured by SCITEC, San
Diego, Calif. Asignal from the splitter is input to the mixer
260 which functions to mix the signal from the splitter with
the signal output of the local oscillator 262. The pseudo
random sequence generator 264 functions to generate the
hop sequence in synchronization with the hop sequence used
by the transmitter and the modem. The mixer 260 functions
to generate an I and Q data stream which is then input to the
baseband processor 275.

The baseband processor 275 comprises an A/D converter
266 for the I channel data and an A/D converter 268 for the

Q channel data. The A/D converters may comprise the AD
775 manufactured by Analog Devices, Norwood, Mass. The
respective outputs of the A/D converters 266, 268 are then
output to DQPSK demodulator 270. The DQPSK demodu-
lator may comprise the STEL 2120 manufactured by Stan-
ford Telecom, Sunnyvale, Calif. The DQPSK demodulator
demodulates the I and Q channels and generates an output
data stream. The soft output of the demodulator 270 is input
to a deinterleaver 272 which deinterleaves the data. The

output of the deinterleaver is then decoded using decoder
274. Note that the operation of the decoder corresponds to
that of the encoder 78 (FIG. 5) in the RA transmitter. The
output of the decoder forms the output of the baseband
processor 275 and is input to the hub controller 254. The
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baseband processor may comprise the 56002 DSP manufac-
tured by Motorola, Inc.

The hub controller provides control and status signals to
a controller 276 which functions to control the operation of
the components making up the receiver 248. In particular, 5
based on the particular hop sequence utilized by the trans-
mitter as extracted from the preamble received by the SA
receiver, the hub controller through the controller 276
directs the pseudo random sequence generator 264 to gen-
erate the proper sequence of frequencies for the local oscil-
lator 262. Note that the local oscillator 262 can comprise a
DDS for digitally synthesizing the local oscillator signals.

In an alternative embodiment, the Reed—Solomon decod-
ing can have better performance by using knowledge of the
hop sequence of each of the RA receivers in the hub to erase
characters suspected to be erroneous. Recall that Reed-
Solomon codes are capable of correcting both errors and
erasures of RS characters. Erasures occur when the prob-
ability of errors are so high that the output characters cannot
be determined and are simply omitted. In this case, the code
is used to correct the erased characters. Decoding of RS
codes with erasures have better performance.

Since the RA receivers operate in non synchronous fash-
ion to each other, collisions in time and frequency are
possible. During a hop period, there exists the potential for
two RA receivers to be using the same frequency as
described in connection with FIG. 2. Since the hub has

knowledge of the hop sequence being used by each active
RA receiver (by comparing the timing of the hop sequences),
it can inform the Reed—Solomon decoder of a collision event. I

The decoder can use this knowledge of the collision to erase
the particular characters effected or assign the soft decision
output with a low reliability value. Based on the hop
sequence collision information, the hub can instruct the two
RA receivers effected to tag the output characters with a low
reliability indication or erasures. The decoding process is
described in more detail in Chapter 6 of the book “Reed-
Solomon Codes and Their Applications”, S. B. Wicker and
V. K. Bhargava, IEEE Press, 1992.

The channel assignment (CA) receiver portion of the hub
will now be described in more detail. A high level block
diagram of the channel access receiver is shown in FIG. 12.
The channel access receiver 252 comprises a downconverter
285 and a baseband processor 295. The signal from the
splitter 246 (FIG. 10) is input to the downconverter 285
which comprises a complex mixer 280 and local oscillator
282. The mixer 280 functions to mix the signal from the
splitter with the signal generated by the local oscillator 282
to generate a complex I and Q data stream. The I channel
data is input to an A/D converter 284 and the Q channel data
is input to an A/D converter 286. The A/D converters may
comprise the AD 775 manufactured by Analog Devices,
Norwood, Mass.

The respective outputs of both A/D converters 284, 286
are input to a QPSK demodulator 288. The QPSK demodu-
lator 288 may comprise the STEL 2110A manufactured by
Stanford Telecom, Sunnyvale, Calif. The soft output of the
demodulator 288 is then deinterleaved by a deinterleaver
290. The output of the deinterleaver is then decoded utilizing
decoder 292. Note that the operation of the decoder corre-
sponds to that of the encoder 120 (FIG. 6) in the CA
transmitter. The output of the decoder 292 forms the output
of the channel receiver. The output data is input through the
hub controller 254 which also functions to provide control-
ling status signals to a controller 286. The controller within
the baseband processor 295 functions to control the opera-
tions of the channel assignment receiver 252.
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The method performed by the synchronization and acqui-
sition receiver 250 (FIG. 10) will now be described in more
detail. The high level flow diagram illustrating the SA
receiver method is shown in FIG. 13. The first step is to wait
for the signal to be present at the input of the SA receiver
(step 300). Once a signal is detected, a frequency acquisition
is then performed (step 302). Subsequently, timing acquisi-
tion is then performed (step 304) followed by detection of
the user information contained in the preamble (step 306).
The data contained in the preamble message is as described
hereinabove. Next, the user information detected is trans-
ferred to the hub controller 254 (step 308). Once an SA
receiver receives a preamble correctly, control is transferred
to one of the RA frequency hopping rcccivcrs.

Note that the frequency and timing acquisition methods
performed by the SA receiver are described in more detail in
chapter 6 of R. Gitlin, J. Hayes, S. W'einstein, “Data Com-
munication Principles,” Plenum Press, New York.

The method utilized by the random access receiver 248
(FIG. 10) in the hub receiver will now be described in more
detail. A high level flow diagram illustrating the method
remote access receiver is now shown in FIG. 14. The first

step performed by the receiver is to wait for the reception of
a hop sequence transmitted by the hub controller 254 (step
310). As described previously, the hop sequence is extracted
from the preamble as received by the SA receiver. Next, the
value NO_FREQD is set equal to 1 (step 312). Next, the
value of the data frequency NO_FREQD of the hop
sequence is output to the synthesizer or local oscillator 262
in the random access receiver (step 314). The signal is then
received from the channel (step 316). The original N2
number of bytes transmitted is then detected (step 318). The
bytes are then stored in a buffer (step 320) and the value
NO_FREQD is incremented by 1 (step 322).

If the value NO_FREQD is less than or equal to the
number of hops NHOPSD (step 324) then control returns to
step 312. In this case there are still hops remaining within the
data portion of the message. If the value NO,FREQD is
greater than the number of hops NHOPSD then the reception
of the message is complete. In the next step, Reed—Solomon
decoding is performed on the contents of the buffer (step
326). Reed—Solomon codes are described in more detail in
the book “Reed—Solomon Codes and Their Applications”, S.
B. Wicker and V. K. Bhargava, IEEE Press, 1992. Once
decoded, the data is transmitted to the hub controller (step
328).

While the invention has been described with respect to a
limited number of embodiments, it will be appreciated that
many variations, modifications and other applications of the
invention may be made.

What is claimed is:

1. A multiple access communications system for use in a
satellite communication network, comprising:

a plurality of user terminals for generating data to be
transmitted over said multiple access communication
system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple
access communication system from said plurality of
user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving
data to be transmitted from said user terminal to said

hub, said transmitter means including first communi-
cation means for transmitting short bursty data in
combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means coupled to said transmitter means for
switching transmission between said first communica-
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tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria, and
receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to

receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means;

wherein said receiver means comprises:
means for receiving data transmitted by said plurality

of user terminals using said first communication
me ans, said first communication means utilizing non
synchronous frequency hopping code division mul-
tiple access communications;

means for receiving data transmitted by said plurality
of user terminals using said second communication
means, said second communication means utilizing
frequency division multiple access communications;
and

means for receiving preamble and synchronization
message data transmitted by said plurality of user
terminals precedent to transmissions utilizing said
first communication means.

2. A multiple access communications system for use in a
satellite communication network, comprising:

a plurality of user terminals for generating data to be
transmitted over said multiple access communication
system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple
access communication system from said plurality of
user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving
data to be transmitted from said user terminal to said

hub, said transmitter means including first communi-
cation means for transmitting short bursty data in
combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means coupled to said transmitter means for
switching transmission between said first communica-
tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria, and
receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to

receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means;

wherein said switching means comprises means for
switching from said first communication means to said
second communication means when the length of a
message received by said transmitter means exceeds a
predetermined threshold.

3. A access communications system for use in a satellite
communication network, comprising:

a plurality of user terminals for generating data to be
transmitted over said multiple access communication
system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple
access communication system from said plurality of
user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving
data to be transmitted from said user terminal to said

hub, said transmitter means including first communi-
cation means for transmitting short bursty data in
combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means coupled to said transmitter means for
switching transmission between said first communica-
tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria, and
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receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to
receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means;

wherein said switching means comprises means for
switching transmission from said first communication
means to said second communication means when a

continuation flag in a message received by said trans-
mitter means is turned on.

4. A multiple access communications system for use in a
satellite communication network, comprising:

a plurality of user terminals for generating data to be
transmitted over said multiple access communication
system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple
access communication system from said plurality of
user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving
data to be transmitted from said user terminal to said

hub, said transmitter means including first communi-
cation means for transmitting short bursty data in
combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means coupled to said transmitter means for
switching transmission between said first communica-
tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria, and
receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to

receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means;

wherein said switching means comprises means for
switching transmission from said first communication
means to said second communication means when a

user buffer containing a plurality of messages to be sent
via said transmitter means fills beyond predetermined
level.

5. A multiple access communications system for use in a
satellite communication network, comprising:

a plurality of user terminals for generating data to be
transmitted over said multiple access communication
system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple
access communication system from said plurality of
user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving
data to be transmitted from said user terminal to said

hub, said transmitter means including first comn1uni-
cation means for transmitting short bursty data in
combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means coupled to said transmitter means for
switching transmission between said first communica-
tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria, and
receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to

receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means;

wherein said switching means comprises means for
switching transmission from said second communica-
tion means to said first communication means when the

length of a message received by said transmitter means
fails to exceed a predetermined threshold.

6. Amultiple access communications system for use in a
satellite communication network, comprising:
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a plurality of user terminals for generating data to be
transmitted over said multiple access communication
system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple
access communication system from said plurality of 5
user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving
data to be transmitted from said user terminal to said

hub, said transmitter means including first communi-
cation means for transmitting short bursty data in
combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means coupled to said transmitter means for
switching transmission between said first communica-
tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria, and

receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to
receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means;

wherein said switching means comprises means for
switching transmission from said second communica-
tion means to said first communication means when a

continuation flag in a message received by said trans-
mitter means is turned off.

7. A multiple access communications system for use in a
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satellite communication network, comprising:

a plurality of user terminals for generating data to be
transmitted over said multiple access communication
system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple
access communication system from said plurality of
user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving
data to be transmitted from said user terminal to said

hub, said transmitter means including first communi-
cation means for transmitting short bursty data in
combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means coupled to said transmitter means for
switching transmission between said first communica-
tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria, and

receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to
receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means;

wherein said switching means comprises means for
switching transmission from said second communica-
tion means to said first communication means when the

software application meeting a predetermined criteria
that initiated a message to be transmitted via said
transmitter means ceases to generate message data.

8. A multiple access communications system for use in a
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satellite communication network, comprising:

a plurality of user terminals for generating data to be
transmitted over said multiple access communication
system;

at least one hub for receiving data over said multiple
access communication system from said plurality of
user terminals;

transmitter means within each user terminal for receiving
data to be transmitted from said user terminal to said

hub, said transmitter means including first communi-
cation means for transmitting short bursty data in
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combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means coupled to said transmitter means for
switching transmission between said first communica-
tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria, and
receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to

receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means; pl wherein said at least
one hub comprises collision detection means for deter-
mining when two frequency hops associated with two
independent receivers are utilizing the same frequency
at the same time, thus improving decoding within said
receiver means.

9. A multiple access communication system for use in a
satellite communication network, said satellite communica-
tion network including a plurality of user terminals and at
least one hub, said system comprising:

first transmitter means for transmitting data utilizing a non
synchronous frequency hopping code division multiple
access communication scheme;

second transmitter means for transmitting data utilizing a
frequency division multiple access communication
scheme;

switching means for switching transmission between said
first transmitter means and said second transmitter

means in accordance with predefined criteria;

first receiver means for receiving data transmitted using
utilizing said non synchronous frequency hopping code
division multiple access communication scheme;

second receiver means for receiving data transmitted
using said frequency division multiple access commu-
nication scheme; and

third receiver means for receiving preamble and synchro-
nization data transmitted utilizing said utilizing a non
synchronous frequency hopping code division multiple
access communication scheme.

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means

in accordance with a source port field within messages
received by said transmitter means.

11. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means

when the length of a message received by said transmitter
means exceeds a predetermined threshold.

12. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means

when a continuation flag in a message received by said
transmitter means is turned on.

13. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means

when a user buffer containing a plurality of messages to be
sent via said transmitter means fills beyond predetermined
level.

14. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
said first transmitter means to said second transmitter means

in accordance with the type and nature of the software
application that initiated a message to be transmitted via said
transmitter means.

15. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
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said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

when a source port matching a predetermined criteria ceases
to transmit messages.

16. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

when the length of a message received by said transmitter
means fails to exceed a predetermined threshold.

17. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

when a continuation flag in a message received by said
transmitter means is turned off.

18. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

when a user buffer containing a plurality of messages to be
sent via said transmitter means empties.

19. The system according to claim 9, wherein said switch-
ing means comprises means for switching transmission from
said second transmitter means to said first transmitter means

when the software application meeting a predetermined
criteria that initiated a message to be transmitted via said
transmitter means ceases to generate message data.

20. The system according to claim 1, further comprising
interface means for interfacing said at least one hub to an
external communications network.

21. The system according to claim 20, wherein said
external communications network comprises the Internet.

22. The system according to claim 20, wherein said
external communications network comprises a packet
switched telephone network (PSTN).

23. The system according to claim 20, wherein said
external communications network comprises an Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN).

24. The system according to claim 20, wherein said
external communications network comprises a Community
Antenna Television (CATV) network.

25. The system according to claim 20, wherein said
external communications network comprises a Digital Sub-
scriber Loop (xDSL).

26. The system according to claim 20, wherein said
external communications network comprises a Frame Relay
network.

27. The system according to claim 9, further comprising
collision detection means for determining when two fre-
quency hops associated with two independent receivers
within said receiver means are utilizing the same frequency
at the same time, thus improving decoding within said first
receiver means.

28. A multiple access communications system for use in
a satellite communication network, comprising:

a plurality of user terminals for transmitting and receiving
data over said multiple access communication system;

at least one hub for transmitting and receiving data over
said multiple access communication system to and
from said plurality of user terminals;

a forward communication link for transmitting data from
said at least one hub to said plurality of user terminals;

a return communication link for transmitting data from
said plurality of user terminals to said at least one hub,
said return communication link including a first com-
munication means for transmitting short bursty data in
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combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means within said plurality of user terminals for
switching transmission between said first communica-
tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria; and
receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to

receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means,

wherein each user terminal comprises means for gener-
ating a request to be sent over said return communica-
tions link in order to utilize said second communication
means.

29. A multiple access communications system for use in
a satellite communication network, comprising:

a plurality of user terminals for transmitting and receiving
data over said multiple access communication system;

at least one hub for transmitting and receiving data over
said multiple access communication system to and
from said plurality of user terminals;

a forward communication link for transmitting data from
said at least one hub to said plurality of user terminals;

a return communication link for transmitting data from
said plurality of user terminals to said at least one hub,
said return communication link including a first com-
munication means for transmitting short bursty data in
combination with second communication means for

continuous transmission of data;

switching means within said plurality of user terminals for
switching transmission between said first communica-
tion means and said second communication means in

accordance with predefined criteria; and

receiver means within said at least one hub adapted to
receive data transmitted by said plurality of terminals
utilizing either said first communication means or said
second communication means,

wherein said at least one hub comprises means for polling
each user terminal over said forward communication
link as to whether said transmission of data should be
switched to utilize said second communication means.

30. The system according to claim 9, further comprising
interface means for interfacing said at least one hub to an
external communications network.

31. The system according to claim 30, wherein said
external communications network comprises the Internet.

32. The system according to claim 30, wherein said
external communications network comprises a packet
switched telephone network (PSTN).

33. The system according to claim 30, wherein said
external communications network comprises an Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN).

34. The system according to claim 30, wherein said
external communications network comprises a Community
Antenna Television (CATV) network.

35. The system according to claim 20, wherein said
external communications network comprises a Digital Sub-
scriber Loop (XDSL).

36. The system according to claim 20, wherein said
external communications network comprises a Frame Relay
network.
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